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VOLUME 10

The Idea of My RUNNING.

PERSONAL NEWS

ARE

WEDNESDAY

XliW MEXICO.

Taft.

ui,am Jamr; John Hopkins
President Ira Remsen; Stanford
President Jordan. Dr. Branner Pro
fessor Stlliman. Professor Murray and
Professor Mat7.ke; Pennsylvania Dr
Clarence G. Child: ITlnceton Profes
sor Andrew W. West; University of
.
tirsweni Ajuerman; Uni
versity of Wisconsin President Chaa.
n Mi.se and Mrs. Van Hlse; Yale
n.
rrotossor Theodore S. WooUey.

The Moroccan Conference St. John to Go to Tellu-rid- e
on the Charge
Again Comes to a
of Murder.
Standstill.
TO KILL

WANTS

THE

CANT9N

RAILWAY

March

STOCK MILLER

AGAIN

Idaho,

Uolse,

The leaders of

IS

14.

March

Vincent

14.

-

-

were beheaded on Steunenberg, was released today on a
writ' of habeas corpus, granted by
Judge George H. Stewart, of the district court. St. John was fit once rePOLICE AND BANK ARE
MATTERS STILL IN WAV. arrested on the charge of 'murder,
i'uj
;icnois ana unecuve
Algeciras, March 14. The Murroc-a- Thlel.outrui
Sheriff Rutan of Tellurlde, is
conference reached a dead lock expected to arrive at Boise this afteron the questions which have arisen noon, with a warrant for St. John
over the details of the police and bank in connection with the murder in
questions. The sessions are temporknowing
arily suspended without
when they may be resumed.
CHAUNCEY HAS ONLY
Fati.i in February,
March 12th.

Tel-lurid- e.

.

BtEN

THE
LIFE OF ITALY'S KING.
Rome, March 14. The Gazetta del
Tribunali says the prisoner who is ill
jn the infirmary prison, confessed that
he was present at a meeting of anarchists in which a plot waa concocted to kill the King of Italy, on
hp occasion of the Milan exhibition,
on April 18th. A searching Investigation of the story has been ordered.
AGAINST

-

HOPE TO GET REACTION
BY CAUSING

HQ.SE".
The World

STAYING

New York, March 11.
today says: Senator Chauncey M.
Depew,
about whose
whereabouts
rtiere has been much speculation for
several days. Is at his residence in
this city. It is said that Depew's condition has much improved and that he
will go to Washington, probably, by
the end of the week. It was also
stated that he had been suffeilng
from a slight cold, but at no time was
his condition serious. The reporL
his having been in a saiUtarruflT was
denied.

MASSACRES.

r
r
St. Petersburg, March 14. At to'
day's session of the cabinet, Premier KILLED W0MAT4 WITH
LIGHTED KEROSENE LAMP.
Witte, who was warmly supports by
Norfolk, Va.,
14. I.ouls
March
Prince Alexis ObolsuKy", procurator
.general of the Holy Synod, and Count Brown, 29 years old, awaiting uial.
John Tolstoick, minister of education, next FrldaVj.for the murder of Bessie
insisted on the suppression of the or Reede, at "whom ho threw a lighted
ganization knoa. as the League ofi lamp, which exploded; fatally burning
the Russian People, through 'wnich (the- - woman, committed suicide in the
jail, early today, by cutting
the airitatlon of the reactionary "hiail'-N'orfolhis throut with a penknife, whicli bad
hundred" is propagated
been smuggled into the jail
The prefect of police was
ed to the meeting, and ' was asked io
MILLER
xplala how the publication of a proc- CONGRESSMAN
NOMINATED IN KANSAS.
lamation, calling for the exterminaEmporia. Kkul., March 14. James
tion of the Jews, was prfhteU ill the
official printing ollloe attached to his Monroe .Miller of Council Grove, was
any
department.
Th'u prefect denied
nominated for congress today withpersonal knowledge of the printing. out opposition, by the republicans of
established
was
However, it
that there the Fourth Kansas district.
is constantly accumulating" evidence
revo- - ARRESTED FOR GETTING
plot
produce
a
counter
.
that a
to
lution, in the hope of sweeping away
MONEY WRONGFULLY
in
manifesto
reforms
the
outlined
the
st Lou,8i Mapch 14 Joun T. Ten.
of Ootober 30th, had its origin in a ncu1 Sr president of the defunct
,..,.,..,
court cabal.
T.m...
The conspiracy included General ,,1
;T"
!' .,h
n
Trepoff, fn:f iniinnnnt rt" thn no!rf
obtaining
prewith
money
on
falsiGeneral Count Iganatieff; M. Stitch- - i onsen,
warrant does not state
insky, former chief adjutant of the any sum lac money
of
but was issued at
interior department ; Count Sheromet-ief- f, i lie request
of the grand jury.
noted reactionary; and General
Prince Putiatin, who are said to be SCANDINAVIAN
BROTHERHOOD
utterly recKless of consequences.
OF AMERICA IN SESSION.
The plan ,1s to provoke riots and
Wurren. Pa., March 14 The 18th
the massacre of Jews and revolutionists over as wide an area as possible, anniversary of the founding of the
to justify still more terrible repres- Scandinavian Brotherhood of America
sions, and thereby prove to the em- will be celebrated here tcnlght in the
peror that the people are not ripe for usual manner. Delegates from many
any sort of self government.
The towns and cities In all parts of the
complicity of Interior Minister Durovo country are here to take part In the
has not been proved, but he Is sus- celebration. The order was founded
pected. Premier Witte and the lib- by Judge John Sandstrom and Oscar
eral taction of the cabinet will be Westtlng and has steadily grown until
compelled to fight the conspiracy, and now the membership exceeds 6,000
consequently a break in the ministry and there are branches in nearly
every city in the country where there
is not improbable.
are Scandinavians in larger numbers.
Money Market.
The first lodge was founded in WarN'i'w Vcrk, March 14. Mouey
on ren and a large number of the original
higher:
45?G:
call, firm and
nrinie members are still living and will take
silver, 637-8- . part in the celebration tonigh
mercantile paper,
-

5ff;

NELSON AND McGOVERN
Philadelphia, Pa.. March 14. Tho doei,le definitely the questi.n of figiit-Insuperiority.
arena of the National Athletic club,
It is
that both N'eln and
which, was sH'ially remodelled for
Mcfiovi m will put up the most sensa(he occasion, will bo the scene of one. tional flight ever seen in the east.
They will make tho most desperate:
of the most interesting pugilistic
ever fought in the. east, when Ter- efforts to srore a knockout within the
limits of tno six rounds and fast and
ry McGovern and Ua'tllug Nelsra nit
furious fighting Ls confidently expectri !
tonight in a six round contest ed. I; ts aduiitt-.that Nelson has
tor the championship.
Hundreds of the advantage of greater s'rength. but
lovers of the boxing sport have come Mirvern has probably more science,
from ail pari, of the country to and his punches have the simo tre)
lie tijjht and it is expected that mendous force that made bim famous
every seat in the large hail will be several years ago. when he was more
ivcupied tonie.i'. This would mean a active in the ring. It is uuderstooa
17.t00 to JUO.OdO house, a pheti.rn-eu.ithat M. 'Govern his trained carefully
attendance for this city.
his wind, as it is his
to
According to the conditions of the intenMon to force tho isniie ami to
fiht each ont of tho contestants is adopt aggressive tactics, which will
t.j woi-oj- i 183 iMniods at. the ringside. require the nu-sperfict. l.rea.hing
wt-This e'nliti-!- i was no hardship for
;'
oi'.hethe fighters, as MiOovni
Kach
ne ef the contestants hat
was a: ready under weight when he many i'taunch friends who have the
to fight and utmtTSt confidence in his al)ility to put
.signed tt.e
pounds over .'he other man to sleep. There has
Nelson was . nly thr.-tho weight wh. n the ma'eh was ar- U- - n and w ill bo some more heavy
w i'h the odds favoring neither
ranged.
.;:e f th fighters. There are Just as
Hd h: training at Joht-Mroad L"i- - on Jerome avenue. niii'y Nelson men willing to lay three
ii 'heir favorite, as there ar
New York, while Nelson and hi train- to '.!:
ers worked in their iraiuing camp Mot' ,ern erih'tsias's to reverse the
'
a few miles from here, odds in favor of their candidate.
neiar
lririg o:i a purse- of $17."oe. the
'loth nen we.-- - '.a fair condl'ion when
ii! be .liviiie.l yu that Nel.-- n
with a
i.iie match
arrar.d.
'
ic ta.or of Nelson, wno ha.1 re eit 4." per cent, win or lone, while
a'onif and required M trtjvern wi.l receive 30 per cent.
Seen fighting
.
Sia.v the:: T!u' will u.eAn about $7.6."i') for
.Kit link, evrt tra-aitNegotiafor
worked hard and
fighter ha-..
tions art already on f.ot for a match
lriiiieni to Uo highest I)iat. of perft-rlion. The nint tonight is only ti be be'weeti Nelson and Herrera, the Mex
lor six pound ar-- tuis i regretted by irun tighter, in case Nvlson should
lover, of the sport, ao it is tJieir opin- defeat Mc(wrn tonight. The match
ion r'lat a cor.tet of six round is will probably e.uie. oft in Los Ange-li-s- .
Ca' in i be near future.
io
no- suflicieiit:
asd
bat-iU-'-

e--t

l..-T- f

f.

,

;

K.v:-iu-

e

j

t

Nel--"ii-

!h.

d

-
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TWO LARGEST BOILER

.

EDUCATION AND

Ryan-Belmo-

COMPANIES MERGED

LAW CONVENTIONS

iii

n

Means

Trustfhich

Will

Prac-ticaifContr-

Four Distinguished Bodies of
Jurists Have Meet in
i
Milwaukee,

oI

the
-

; flaking

TUBULAR

of

ENGINE BOILERS

LEGAL LORE TAPPED

MUCH

Present Capital of $7,875,000 at Fifteen Universities and Colleges
Once to be Raised

to

Have Their Representatives

$I5,000,001.
New

York,

March

in San Francisco.
The stock

14.

.

:

Milwaukee.
March 14. Four
holders of the Balx-ock- .
&
Vllox distinguished bodies ,of jurists are
company will told a meeting here this holding their annual conventions here
afternoon to ratify the proposed mer at present. Tho Wisconsin Bar assoger of tho company witn tho Stirling ciation, the Association
of Clrcut
Consolidated Holler company. The ludgeH, the Association of County
two companies are the biggest boilor Judges and the Association of District
manufacturers in tne country and Attorneys opened their conventions
Doth are engaged In the manufacture formally today, although tha Bar as
or water tube boners for stationary tociatlon and the Circuit Judget heJd
and marine use and havo a large ex- informal meetings yeaterday. The anport trade. -- .Tho merger of the two nual banquet of the State Bar asso-conipanies moans the formation of ajciation will be held at the Plankinton
trust which w ilU practically control house this evening. Judge James O.
the manufacture of toilers in this! Jenkins will ba the truest of honor of
country.-'-'- '
the evening. Judge Jjiieph. V. Quar-Iwill preside and the speakers will
The ,Babcock & Wilcox comp&aj
has a capital of $3,f)u0.MM).
Interests include Chi-- Justice John B. Casco-daof the Wisconsin supremo court;
affiliated wi'h the Singer Manufacturing company are understood to be Secretary of the Treasury Ixslle M.
largely interrpted in the company. Bhaw; J. Hamilton Lewis of Chicago,
The company has Its main shops in and John S. Whitehead of .TanesvMe,
Baycnne. The Stirling Consolidated Wis.
Metal Market
Spelter.
Holler company ha3 big plant
In
New York, March 14. Iad, $4.65;
St. liouis. March 14. Speker, steady
Mansfield and Barhcrton, O. Its cap- GREAT GATHERING OF
copper, 18
16.15.
ital is $4,875,000. O. C. Barber, presiEMINENT EDUCATORS
dent of the Diamond Match company,
San Francisco. CaJ.. Maroh 14. Fif
is president, and John W. Gates is
credited with being a heavy stock- teen universities and colleges of the
States are represented by their
holder. It is expected that, the merger l.'nited
GILLEN-WATE- R
plan will be ratified by the tttockliold-er- prosidents and ether distinguished
at the seventh annual con
of the Bibcock & Wilcox com- educators
pany at the meeting this afternoon. Terence of the Association of AmeriUniversities, which opens Us sesShould the merger be ratified, a new can
company will at once to incorporated sions here today. This afternoon the
visiting delegates will be tntertalned
and organized th a capital of
The stockholders of the Stir- at luncheon by the regents of the
ling Consolidated Boiler comparfy University of California, the trustees
tho Leland Stanford Junior univerhave already ratified the merger plan. of
sity and tho Hopkins Institute of Art.
It ls expected that the formation of The
conference will last several days
the trust will mean a thorough reor- and the
sessions will be held at tho
ganization of the working forces ot
Mark Hopkins Institute of Art and at
the two companies.
Stanford university. '
Among those in u. tendance at the At 2 O'clock, This Afternoon, This
NOTED WRITER RETURNS
conferenco aro the following distin
HOME. guished
TO MILWAUKEE
tl uca tors:
University ol
The Citizen Office
Politician Called
Milwaukee, Wis., March 14 After California lYesldent Wheeler, Proa short tour through this state and fessor Stringham, professor I.eusoh-uer- .
Illinois, Dr. Uudwin Fulda, the noted
to Commit Murder.
Professor Iange. professor BerHerman writer and dramatist, return- nard Moses; Catholic university the
ed to thi cliy thl.i morning.
This Kev. Th'-mJ. Conaty; University
evening he will appear at the Pabst or Chicago Professor i:. U Burton;
clock, this afternoon, nut to a genuine trouncing, but the
A! a':Mi' tneater and will deliver a brwr iwcture Clark Unlvt rsity Pre-le- tdent G. Stan C'apt
the man tail man, clearly demonstrating
W. H. (Ulieuwatcr.
his
which will be followed by tho presenHall; Columbia Ir
William
to represent tan Third ''cowardice, would not accept the clial- tation by tliH Pali Stock company H Carpenter. Frederi. I' Keppel and w'no attempt
aa republican, in th i present lenge.
of "DIo Jukendfreund"," u three act Mrs. Keppel; Cornel: President Ja ward ro'iiii.il,
The business manager htepped over
called at the office Of
city
comedy by Dr. Fulda.
col, Gould Schtiriiiuii
Harvard Pro Th'.- Kvtning Citizen, witn blood iu .to the fror door and sprunir the Yale
ueep down !n "is lock, thereby hoping to gain an ophis eyi-- and niurdi-He said he euuie with portunity to give him
a
deserved
a concai-- d weapon in his hip pocket, whipping, but the alderman backed to
where Ik1 kept liib riglit hand dnring tho east side of the office, where he
his ta.k. and, when bo barked out ot Mood trembliug with fright, and parti
the othce, on being iuvlted I.) relieve ally pulled his weajsm, making another
him,e!f of his weapon, to he could be threat to commit the awful and das
instlv wtunx d, be pulled out his re- - tardly crime of murder. At this poiut.
volv.'r. before the ey.-- of bait a dozen the boys In the office, fearing that the
witnesses, and, poluting Hit- - isame at j business manager would, in, the lace
the biisiii.'-- s manager, threatened to jI of sure death, strike tho Infuriated
alderman, pulled him away from the
.
.i hot it li m
above, Alderman (lillen- - ,t0or, giving tho alderman an oppor-wat.As itat.-Washington, 1). ('.. Mann 14. Prej ordet.-Into ;hn fb
..ay
from the
at this, otlire. aii'1. after tunity to spring back tht Yale lock
s of thi
i. r:oti.
ident Rooscvejt.i. ij.-- j (i greater activ- convenlf-ur- t
The or- ....n jrailed
escape to the street.
olitety s.oi.eii to by ihe busi-janHero lie
!i keen expec- der
has
.i
lurj
await,
:'
karmy will be
ity for the troops of
to
niauii?' t, in; stateii that he had pulled out his gun. and threaten-iih.,
: (1
lalioii
by
all
will
officers
is
Kvery fcutvl
seu.e, aiii iook ex- - noro a hole into the auaioniy of tne
a unce.
carri.-- d
into
in a few da- - .. n in'o effect a gru y.iuc to article,
pul.liolieii the luiKinv'ss iiianag.-r- ,
but when one of
company f infantry battery ot
at oncf along line- :rh have been Cep'lullday, aiiort tin sic!i'.l "vil. and the boys handed the latt"r a piece of
oth'-ot cavalry
' UeVelop,a
artillery and
bv the uci; a staff, based
yesterday'B issue, gas pipe, the gallant capta.n, who
in
H m
uUrcJjes of from twelve ton a m..m..rn,i.., u
have
'i canie tiome aino au
(hat be ((II. len won laurels over In the Philippines,
wh- te n it was slatt-to fifteen inilii.-- . monthly tour in th Wffks cam fr in th.' V i:
house. The
had inquired ot certain peo-pl- c by no d.til)'. running away from the
country of thre- - days of camping ex lreside-in bu 4:.. rv..tions of the wateri
r,
Filipinos, escape,! west on Gold avewh'-r..he could s. e F. U.
merry one days military
ercise, and a(. ,i:.' to the con-- .
(Wis.)
of
Monroe
the
nue to his office at the Montezuma
preoiJeut
ar. elusion that tht-r- .
of eon.secutie e:;c:imiiu nt e.'rh
v
not enough
company, (liileuw aler said the Trust company.
The garni i)
ork tl t t.t- troop i IWiu'ii.iiJ work for
men In the Water
Half an hour after the assault, two
social e.il it. in wus a direct slao at
aUo careliilly .utliued. while the hld ranks and, tor tha'
.'ter, for tae him,
warrants were sworu out agiiuv
but i"j oi.e in the office considwork, such a- - marcl.r. hud targ'-- t Offieers themelv..
latter have
Gillenwater one for carrying a
I' a- - sjcti. ,iU this distinguished
practice.
.... !nl.i.tM,.
i:i L,. conduct
with eacj j their schools, iuvo'.. - work which! ered
un no
weapon,
and the other for
umnjitu.
Tr,iinu:Ti;il la Ill.lK-hi- he i sone milltarlull kit.
oU.'-- t .
soldier (arrvin
regard as; li,. iT,-- - l !' had a riKht to innuir drawing a deadly weapon and bundoum iu ar. a i "C niu.ecaiiin uiitue ; ether out r ...
nlon m tne!.,..,.,., ...
hsinger. which was not ling same in a threatening maimer
to lu. iiiesid.tr. by .aj;r General net-.lof the profess
.nd President
i, a.--but wheu he
was placed under aiin
Wood. This is don.- - wi'h the idea of rtuosevei' cx.rsider.-- i
Ji u would kept gr"
liot'er in his talk, be re!, by '!ty Marshal McMilhn, and
making the troops funuiUr wi'h th.:r te advantageous to
"produce, as was aslv j a be bad :i weapon, to will bay.' a heariuit before Justice
txjuipuieut, so they may Ixcomo ac- teaj-lus poiiii,!,,,
'lemands for which he re ii . 1 that "h had on ami
tomorrow
uiorniug, at
and tiUipUjent tea coll i':
customerl to th. .lOsaiitni bin
vhic.1! will be CiUjie
it. ' li wus then o'clock. Attorney Itobson wi.l reprer to
know what Ij ex;ect
l.ca they are ftu posed by actual
,ile.
Uis min aol sub- - sent, tli-- ' biiiinea manager.
Invited to
WTis.,

tls

j

e

f
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ALDERMAN

s

AND HIS BLUE

BARRELED REVOLVER

GREAT MILL TONIGHT

.

the

RYAN-flELMON-

'

V.'"

AT WASHINGTON

Chicago Will Take Imme- Much

.......

n

CONSPIRACY

SOME ROADS

diate

NOMIftATLD

Canton,
the rebels In the Kuang 8i province St. John, president of the- - miners
and three others, implicated in the union at burke, Idaho, who was arAttack on the house of Rev. Dr. An- rested on February 18th, charged
drew Beattie, American missionary at with complicity in the murder of

LEGISLATION

Talk

Done

but Little

in Way

of

e

Conspiracy in the Imperial Murderer Cuts His Throat
With Pen-knif- e
in His
Court to Provoke Other
Jail Cell.
Massacres.,
RUSH

PROBLEMS OF

PROMINENT CHURCHMEN
Aclion in
MEET IN CONFERENCE
cnariotte. n. c.. March u.Deie-gatfrom all tho Ref;rtued Churches
Street Car Case.
In the United
States. Presbyterian
and German and Dutch Reformed
churches are assembled here to attend
tne leueration conference, which op TO TRQLLEYIZE THE LINES
en
today and will continue for
several days. Among tha delegates
in attendance are many
prominent
men, like the Rev. J. R. Howerton and New York Railroad Commisothers. The object of. the conference
sion Considering Ryan-Belmo- nt
Is to discuss and adopt plan for the
Closed red rat kn of the denomlna
Hons represented ltf tho conference.
Merger.
H, 1H a conference similar to this
ne.ia m Mttsburg, Pa., and at
that meeting some highly Important COMMISSION
AT
KANSAS
CllY
ptona .were adopted and roco mm ended
highest
to the
Judiciaxiixs of tho re'
spective churches for their consider
Chicago, ' March
tion and approval.
steps win be taken by the city of Chicago to license, street railway compaTHE REPUBLICAN CITY
nies on linos which the United, states
wiprema court declared to be existing
COMMITTEE MEETING without franchise.At a conference
today betweea Mayor Dunne
the
attorneys of the street car and
WAS HELD LAST NIGHT AND
compaIt
nies
was
decided
ON CENTRAL COMMIT.
to Issue permits
TEE FILLED MEET AGAIN TO- as soon as possible, permitting companies to trolleyiz the present car
,
NIGHT,
lines. It was also decided that tunSince the democratic city commit- nels which extend under the surface
tee at their recent meeting deckled of the. Chicago river shall be removed
upon a straight ticket the republican early toett month.
The tunnels have
politicians of the city have btea "get- long embarrassed navigation
of the
ting busy" and at the meeting of the river, j
republican city committee held last
night the coming municipal election
TRACTION
was discussed thoroughlv from the
MERGER IN NEW YORK CITY.
repuhlioan standpoint.
Buffalo, March 14. The
rail
bile some of the ncliticAl loaders road commission has met state
in secret
of both parties re talking of a com session here to consider
charges
the
promise and a non partisan ticket. Jt against tho
traction
ls not thought the republicans will merger la New
City,
York
on adaRree to any such fusion and but very journment It was announcedand
that they
little talk of a
ticket was
mane
an
to
investigation.
heard at last night's republican meet- The oeciaea
state attorney general will be
ing.
asited take charg of It. The invest!
But very little was dono last nlrtit. gaxmn will be hold In Albany next
other than to appoint Dr. Otto G. Beb- - eanesday.
ber to fill the vacancy cn tho republi
can central committee made by the FREIGHT PARTIALLY
retirement of j. H. Stingle, former
PROGRESSES SLOWLY
V
metulier from tho Second ward, after
Kansas City, March 14. A half doz
which the meeting went over until to en witnesses were
Bttll to be exam
night at 7:30 o'clock, at which time ined wlun
Interstate Comm
the call will be made and the primar ConmiLssion fhe
resumed its hearing toay
ies and convention dates fixed.. The In
charges of rate discrimination
naming of candidates for the different as the
mule by the Kansas Oil Producers
offices will take place later.
association. J. R.
ountz, general
rreigut agent of the Santa Fe testified
MtTHODIST EPISCOPAL
that the Standard Oil pipe lines aro
CHURCH CONFERENCE. on the Santa Fe right of way for some
Pocomoke C4ty, Md. March 14. The distance, but. declared that he did not
annual meeting of tho Wilmington know ihow that company secured the
Meihodlst Episcopal Church confer- right. In rpgard to the freight rates
ence opened here today at the Pooo established by the Kansas legislature
moke Methodist Bpiscopal church, ho said he considered them arbitrary.
with Bishop McCabe presiding. Near- "It w us an effort, he said, "on tho part
ly COO delegates and visitors, repre- of tho examiner to mM the scale In
senting the 180 churches of the con- force in Texas, with
difference,
ference are la attendance. The Wil- that while the Kansas rate la the
mington conference Includes all of same as the Texas rate upon crude oil
Delaware and tho eastern parts ot it is much lower than the Texas rate
Maryland and Virginia. In this terri- upon ail products of petroleum."
tory it is ono of the largest In the
east. Many distinguished ministers ANOTHER HEAVY SNOW
of t'h Methodist Episcopal church are
STORM IN NEBRASKA
here and will address the conference
Lincoln, March 14. A renewal of
on timely subject. Among those presthe heavy snowfall which has visited
ent are the Revs. Dr. Charles 8. Baker Nebraska for the last three days came
and Wilbur F. Corkran, who were this morning. The snow, drivea by a
found guilty of dealing in stocks and brisk wind,
drifted badly, and train
suspended from the ministry, for ono service ls interfered
with. The aver ,
year st the meeting of the conference age depth
la over a foot, more
snow
of
In Wilinfhgton in. March of last year.
than had fallen all winter up to this
They aro now at liberty to resume time.
their work.

BAD COLD

KING DEPEW HAS HAD

HOTli.

eHHor

OF INTEREST

DECAPITATED

EVENING. MARCH II.
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PRESIDENT WILL KEEP

THE ARMY MOVING
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Laws Passed.
ON STOCK

SHIPPING

BILL

House

Listens to Babcock
Against Joint Statehood
Bill Once Again.

CITIZEN

SPECIAL

NEWS

J.0CAL

Washington, March H. The senat
passed a .resolution calling upon the
secretary of war to Bend to the sonata
copies of all reports on the recent
attack by United States troops on
uajo, jolo island.
ai'-u- nt

ADMIRAL OAVIS MAY

ACCEPT CERTAIN GIFTS
Washington. March 14. The senate
today passed the bill authorizing Rear
Admiral C. H. Davla, Unrtod Statea
Navy to accept the gifts tendered fcy
the British and Russian governments.
DEFENSE OF THE STOCK
'
SHIPPING BILL'
Senator Warren of Wyoming ad
dressed the senate on the bill extending from 24 to 36 hours the time dur
ing which live stock in transit oa railroads may bo confined without change,
saying that measure was in the Interest of humanitarianbtm and should bo
passed. He said that extension of
time was to bo made only on request
of shippers, and it would not work a
hardship either to tho owners op the
live stock.
Objection la Technical.
The bill was reported by the committee on agriculture, and objection
was made Because' the bill was not
reported by the committee on Interstate commerce. Tillman coatended
that to keep 'cattle 'cohfln'od" tnore than
twenty-eighthours would cause a
feverish condition'. ' This "Warren denied. After further discussion by several senators the bill was laid aside.
Rayner then addressed the senate In
support of the railroad rate bill.
h

"

Day in the House.
Washington, March 14 When th
houso ruet t:day the' legislative bill
was laid before Jt, and Babcock of
Wisconsin took the floor for a speech
on statehood. Ife said that the (house
bill was one of greatest legislative
outrages ever enacted ; ' that tho senate had proi'c-Hamended the bill
and he favored the senate amendment.
He dwelt at length oa the reason
why Arizona and New Mexico should
not bo united as ono state. Applause
on both sides of the chamber greeted
Habcock's conclusion.
WORKING

FOR LARGER

CHINESE IMMIGRATION
Washington, March 14. John Ford,
secretary of tho American Asiatic association and representative of commercial interonts in prominent cities
of the, United States, appeared before
the house com milt eo on foreign af
fairs in sfcpport of the Foster bill to
amend the Chinoso exclusion act in a
maunor so that the best class of Chi
nese may be admitted at les.s inconvenience. Ford discussed the part of
the president's message recommend
ing a modification of the Chinese ex
clusion act. 1I said there Ls no de
sire to admit Chineso coolies.
MATTERS CHIEFLY OF
NEW MEXICO AFFAIRS
Special to Evening Citizen.
Wiashington, March 14. Delegate
Andrews baa Introduced a bill placing
John- Crowley of WEiiro Oaks, New
Mexico, on the retired list of the
aavy, his piy to be that which he was
last receiving. The consideration la
years of his naval serthe thirty-twvice.
of
In the supremo court the ca-iMcLean et si vs. tho Denver & Rio
Orande railway, generally known ad
the hide case, W. H. Childers repre-suuin- g
Melj.-aaud Charles A. Spiesa
the railroad, was argued and submitted.
In his speech on the railway rato
Kayncr of Maryland said
bill
that "words had been Inserted into
tin. rato bill making the bill void."
'Name them," exclaimed Senator
Foraker. "The senator is intimately
'cquaiuted wi'h thera, and I will givo
o

e

him

the

natue--

after the senate

ad-

journs," was Rayner's reply.

CHINAMEN WANT STOCK
IN CANTON HANKOW

ROAD

Canton, March 14. The rush of
for shares of the Canton-Hankorailway, issued today, was so
gr.-i- t.
that the siren's were blocked
with Chines-eand soldier. had to bo
( tilled out. to maintain order.
The con"
sesrion for the CantcnHankow rail-wioriginally given to an Ameri
can company. Kvt nt.uaily the Chineso
government cancelled the rights aud
paying
concessions of tbo corpora-ion- .
the owners an Indemnity of
The road was to be 1 L'od miles long
with an extension to I'ekin of at.?ut
1.4ui niil.s. making th.. total 2,iO()
iiill.-s- .
The acquisition of the concession by China cauie about through the
opiwisiiion
f the Chinese to the
hands.
rise lieipg i:i fr.-i(t.

s

eU-ti-- ri

a

THE FLORIDA STATE
FEDERATION OF LABOR.
.Jacksonville, Fra March 14. The
Florida, S'a'e Federation of LaUr opr.e.! if.s aanual nie..t:ng herei toil ay.
W. F. Maloiu-- y of K.y Wt-st- .
the
of the fe.lerati--acaibi tha
to order and de.iver.I hts
animal addre.-- . A gr.-adeal of bust-.s of importance to the orgauiata
onusidr-will
at tht tue'tiiig.
.
The a'teudauce u uumually large.
.

-
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PAGE TWO.
of the Saddle Mountain company. It
wems that the Ivor creek field will
developed and
now bo extensively
""
riMlikti Dally asl Weekly ky
there Is every rcaw n to l'lkve lhat
no distant dale the out put will he
The Citizen Publishing Company atgreatly
in excess of !ho local demand.
The Paddle Mountain Mining mm-panI at PeetofRee for tranenileeWwi through the
is now prading for a narrow
eaaila ae eeeond elaae anettar.
gauge track to be builf from tho mines
in the. lower lasin to tne mourn 01
I
nf ereek on ihe lipc of Arizona &
Eastern survey, and It. 1 said to be
the Intention f the Saddle Mountain
company to install an eleetrio railway,
length, for tho transOfficial Paper of Bernalillo County eight miles in
portation of coal. The iniKrtanoe of
and City of Albuquerque.
the coal discovery to the Saddle Monn-laiAaeedir. Pratt Afteraoea Dltpatcne...
company is great, a it will faclll-City tni County ClrcnlttlM,
and elioapen uie
late
Tk Limit New Maalco Clrculttloa.
ing their large copper property In the
largnt Northern rl?nri CirculatloBsame locality.
SUBSCRIPTION:
TIRMS OF
A shipment of ore from the Amer11
Pally by mail, en roar in eeWanca- Ml
........
Pally by mail. rr month
ican Copper company's mine will be
Weekly by mail, one year..
mad" to the smelter this week. Quite
large amount of ore Is available for
a
Dally by Carrier, 60c per month shipment
as soon as satisfactory
arrangements can be made
Tmu Emmio Cmmi will be deliTered In the teaming
atty at tha low rata af ItU eenta per weak, ar for 0 and tho ore placed upon the (lump.
eanta par month, wl"i paid monthly.
The. Five Points company Is consid
Idrertltlng Rates Bade Knowa on Application
ering tho advisability of erecting a
notifytn
by
fewer
ot concentrating plant on its property m
abacrlWra will eenfer
Nnmeriiately on any non-d- f Iitwt of tha paper.
order that a largo saving might be
Vn lettere and remittaneea ehoukt ba addrreet to
as well
Drafte, made 1n hauling to tho smelter
Cmr.aM Purluhino
Til
A mahar.ka, poatoffie
and expreae money ordrrs as In treatment of its ores.
an oat ba made payable to tV- order of the chinery
expert is on the ground to
company.
prepare plants and estimates ior me
plant.
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Montezuma Trust Co
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We Cannot Afford

Colorado

183

To fill your prescriptions any
way but accurately. We have
made and do make a study of
the "know how" In prescription work.

SUPT. BURSUM AND
THE PENITENTIARY
Splendid Showing of This

In-

stitution Through His
Management.
HAS PLENTY OF FUN?

ON

HAD

F. H. Pierce, president of the ter
ritorial penitentiary board, returned
to Las Vegas from Santa Fe, where he
attended the regular meeting of tho
penitentiary board Monday.
Mr.
To an Optic representative
Pierce expressed himself as greatly
Dleased with the condition of the in
trtitution and tho excellent financial
eshowinz which the report of Suporin
tendent BuTsum revealed. Tho statement prepared up to the first ol
March showed Ihe following amounts
to bo on hand in the various funds:
Balances In Funds.
$ 2,025. 3
General maintenance
270 Sil
Convicts' earnings
14.05
Penitentiary income
45
Permanent. Improvement
314.27
Scenic Route
3.845.35
CairJno re
3,498.91
Penitentiary salary
Penitentiary Commissioners'
Board

THE

aOSE

One cent per word, each
MINIMUM

CHARGE,

g

St. and'Gold Ave.
Both Phones X

WANTED.
111 jilt in Spanish.
Prof.
WANTED
Mnntoya. 220 North High street.
WANTED Typewriting and stenographic work. Miss Blackall. The
Alvarado.
WANTBD
Car load of good, geuue,
native ponies. See F. E.
singer, at T. J. Shinick'a
smith shop, Copper avenue.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. ,T. Sweeney, proprietor.
man, who
WANTED A middle-ageunderstands
the work, to take
charge of lawn and grounds at a
Fanitorium. Good wages and board
to right party. German preferred.
Call at The Citizen office for particulars.
WANTED Gentleman or lady with
good reference to travel for firm of
Salary $1,072 per
$250,000 capital.
year and expenses; salary
paoi
weekly and expenses advanced. Address, with stamp, J. A. Alexander,
Albuouerqtre, New Mexico,
v ain t I'AJ
iiy Chicago wholesale
and mall order house, assistant
manager (man or woman) for this
county and adjoining territory. Salary, $20 and expenses, paid weekly;
Expense money advanced. Work
No
pleasant; position permanent.
investment or experience required.
Span time valuable. Write at once
for full particulars and enclose
envelope. Superintendent, 132 Uike street, Chicago, 111.
-
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SULTAN PICKS
A NEW WIFE
THE 40TH
HIS FAVORITE MATRILOTTERY ODD FACTS

HE HAS JUST DRAWN

PRIZE

IN

MONIAL
ABOUT HIS HAREM.

Abdul Hamid has just, married bis,
40th wife, lie takes a new one once
a year. When ha began this practice
thirty years ago he had ten wives.
The sultan, unlike most Turks, prefers slender instead of fat women, and
Lbrunets to blonds. He gives the age
preference to women about 35 years

OBSERVER

old.

Sometimes there are as many as ft
IS CALLED IMPERTINENT hundred applicants for the yearly wedding. These are narrowed down by
BY
ANOTHER OBSERVER WHO tho harem attendants, who know the
sultan's tastes.
PREACHERS AND
SAYS
Tho final selection is always made
OR ABLE CITY COUNCIL
by Abdul In oi' of the drawing rooms
SOON FIX SOCIAL EVIL.

d

Capital and Surplus $100,000
Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

at liii

i

,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA

FE

RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

FINE RANCH
One mile from Postoffice.

M.

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

' M.

President

W. FLOURNOY

Vico President

FRANK McKEB

14 ACRES

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

ALFALFA
LARGE ORCHARD
HOUSE

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

house on North
Also
Fif:h Btreet, three blocks from Railroad avenue. This must go.
five-roo-

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

-

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

PORTERFIELD CO.,
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
work

Gl

m.w.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. CaBhler; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo- mon Luna, A. M. Black-weltGeorge Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
31S West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Notarial

a.T.

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

On

g

tek St taLUIMS

f&9

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

"Hully Gee," exclaimed tho Close
MALE HELP WANTED.
Observer, as he wandered out of a
paradise on Railroad
WANTED Men in each state to
avenue, and collared the Scribe, as
post signs, advertise and
, travel,
leave samples of our goods. Salary
the latter was making a frantic dash
for the sanctum sanctorium, "did you
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
'pipe the gob someone flung at me in
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
yesterday's issue of your newsy paper.
",Say, he said my pertinent remarks
FOR RENT.
JJll.414.fi3 had the prefix im' attached, ami then
Total
4.000.00 stated he and the preachers were in
FOR"" RENT Mrtc1fho
Supplies on hand
3,350.00 favor of the social t vil so I ought not
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
Accounts receivable
to kick.
Gunsul.
' Total balance
$18,764.68
Hotel,
"Now wouldn't that unloosen your
FOR RENT Gold Avenue
3,910.01 appendix verbatum? Anyway, I don't
John M.
completely furnished.
Accounts payable
or
got
mothers
no
I
sisters
care. I've
Moore Realty Co
$14,854.67 vno go down town shopping, so
RENT Four and
Total net balance
FOR
move
things
" "In addition to the above amounts don't care if the 'dear
houses; modern. W. H. McMillion,
Real Estate Dealer, 211 West Gold
on hand" said Mr. Pierce, "there apis down in the honorable city council's
meeting room.
now due from maintenance fund
avenue.
"Have you over observed how sonic
propriated for the present fiscal year
brick
RENT A four room
FOR
about $19,000, making a total credit people like t misconstrue the rever- of the Harem. About a dozen of the
house, on North First street, close
$34,000.
conduct?
nearly
and
about
of
remarks
gentlemens'
They
sit
present.
penitentiary
women
end
are
lo the
In. Call nt Rankin & Co.'s, or at
This is undoubtedly the finest show- Now, as a matter of fact the preachers in gorgeous dresses, when the sultan
617 North First street.
ing which, tho penitentiary has ever of Albuquerque are dead against the enters. Ho makes a critical examinaFOR SALE.
in
period
wouldn't
they
ha
any
any
when
women,
he
form
in
social
at
evil
and
been able to make
tion of the
One saddle mare, cheap.
SALE
FOR
it'
Christianity
great
doing
to
lace
cause
a
of
small
lie
dutv
history,
takes
their
and is a
made his choice he
its
234 North Walter
McQuade,
W.
J.
agitated
Mursum
and
they
not
offers
Superintendent
pocket,
they
were
and
satisfaction to
handkerchief from the
street.
and the members of the board. It is still agitate the removal of the demi it with a low to the fortunate appliCoronada
noteworthy In this connection that the monde people from the heari of the cant and then makes his exit. The b'OR SALE -- AW lots lu 300
South
Place. T. L. McSpadden,
present penitentiary management can city; that being the btst terms they handkerchief gift is Abdul's proposal.
Mroadway.
show about $100,000 of improvement could secure from the honorable city The other women congratulate the
SELL, RENT OR TRADE iist your
which has been largely produced by council." and demanded that they be new wife and leave.
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
Abdul sDends an enormous amount
the laUir of the convicts themselves kept off the streets, and 1 pause right
South Broadway.
and which is entirely paid for. This here to state that lis up to this same of monev in nint aining his harem
SALE OR TRADE a good busiincluded the fire brick plant, the new honorable city council to get a move His perfume bill alone amounts to
ness for city property. T. L. Mcaddition which is now ready for the on it in the way of putting through $511,0(111 yearly. Ho employs about 200
Spadden, 300 South .Broadway.
servants, including dancers, musicians
roof, the walks and other improve-- '. ihe ordinance to that effect.
"However,
cottage,
he says that the and secretaries.
ments aboir the grounds of the
FOR SALE New tour-roohonorable city council and the rev,
The sultan changes his favorite
two lots West Baca avenue,
inerend gentlemen will soon fix it so the wife once a month, taking the women
nt No. 412 West Lead avenue.
"The public would doubtless be
terested," continued Mr. Pierce', "in 'sweet creatures' will be kept off the in rotation. The present, favorite is FOR SALE Indian trading post;
the statement uf the earnings of the streets I'll let it go al that. Let's go Nalide, a beautiful woman of 35, with good location and a paying business.
convicts duriug the seven years which have a dr "
Ihe whitest teeth and the blankest
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South BroadMut. the scribe was a temperance eyes in the harem.
under Its
way.
the Institution has
present management. Mr. Mursum was man and rtsisted the temptation by Quarrels among the women are fre- FOR SALE Cheap,
&
appointed to tho superintendence' in making a hurried departure.
quent. Even the sultan cannot always
power gasoline enMorse
squabbling.
May, 18H9. From tliat month to the
sl ip taeir
gine, suitable for small pumping
Tortare by Savages.
present day there has been a constant
All the sultan's wives have the title
plant. Enquire J. W. Mccjunde,
s
most
whioli
earnings
"Speaking
of
torture
the
to
the
They
are
of
the
for
the
highness.
of
increase in
A goid
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Philpractically
May,
savage
some
in
the
tribes
by
From
with
month.
the
of
pan uneducated and
nioivh
Schuniaker piano. A bargain. T.
Beveral
ago
earnings
subject
captives,
1900
reminds
ippines
1,
years
tho
January
their
1899 to
Five
no culture.
L. McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
;
totaled $4,455.4.-!- 1900. $8,554.32; 1901, me of the intense suffering I endured of the most, intelligent began learning FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
1903,
inflammation
has
for
from
1902.
months
none
three
$18.9lietil;
$14,808.05;
to play the piano, but
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, S09
of the kidneys," says W. M. Sher$17,39'.fi0; 1905.
1904,
in mastering Biit reading.
South Broadway.
five
"Nothing
liclped
Cushlng,
Me.
$7,249.35.
man,
children;
of
12,
1906 to Marco.
Abdul has had nine
SALE A hanasome liurdnian
FOR
I
Mitters,
me
have
three
All
until
Electric
tried
Total, $112,116.11
daughters and four sons.
piano, in fine condition and almost
"During these seven years it will bottles of which completely cured me. different mothers. The sultan's favorFor particunew, at a bargain.
son, Abdul Hamid
be seen from this table that the grand Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blond ite is his 17 year-ollars, call at this office.
total of the earnings has reaclked con-- ! disorders and malaria; and restores
IWehanedl Effendl. He is the brightFOR SALE A good paying hotel in
sideralily over $l'io,000. A comparison ihe weal; and nervous to robnst health-o- est rf the children.
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
Price
Mr. Bursum's record wiih thai of Guaranteed by all druggists.
South Broadway.
Try a Citizen want ad.
his predecessors shows that during ouc.
o- f'liil SAl.K $25,0U(i rancu at a barihe five years bt;fore Mr Mursum a- gain: will take small property in
slimed tho management, it cost the A FOREST RESERVE FOR
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
exchange, Write, wire, phone or
EASTERN NEW MEICO
"territory from 53 t 03 cents per man
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
per day to maintain the peui.eutiary. j cieorge Tracy returned Sunday from
South Uroadway
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
Tills amount, included such items as a hjx uavks' trip with tho forest
FOR SALE A snap, for $lfiii(i;
and lo hes. Tne first two years lM.m. inspec or. Mr. 1! V. K. Reynolds.
A. L. Morgan.
house u:i corner lot, 71x100. Seven
They left
of Mr. llursuins management trus was says the. Carlsbad Sun.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACfeet of conn nt sidewalk; city
reduced to 38 14 cents per day, and lure January 13 and examined all tile TOR
are
Estimates
BUILDER
AND
water. Must be sold at. once. In
tho jeari, following ho reduced the mountain country in Chavez and Eddy cheerfully furnished; job work solicquite 521 East Coal avenue.
per dit-u- as low as 29 9 ptr man.
counties, traveling hundreds of miles ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
"I havo been closely identified with over the roughest and most heavily 911 North Second street, Albuquer FOlf" S A I.kT Oil EXCH ANG E- - For
"'ty in- ranch property, a new furnthe institution as president, of the timbered section of Southeastern New que. N. M.
Best location
ished rimming house.
board from the first month of Mr. Mexico. They found sn.av three I'd t
NOTARY PUBLIC.
regard him deep en t'le level in the Saciamentos
Mursum'a management.
in the city. Address F. .1., this office.
as an unusually ei rupettav and
nor a of folk In Otero county, a
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
administrator of the penitenof which they v.sited also.
FOR
SALE A good general merchan117
5'
Childers,
B.
Office with W.
tiary, and
know that in saying this
The object ,f the trip was for tin
dise and grocery business, with meat
avenue.
Gold
th;of
porthe purpose of roughly mapping
I only voice the sentiments
market included, and buildings for
LAND MATTERS.
rent.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
entire board. During .these seven tion f this country now covered with
years the greatest harmony ha pri timber ami making a report to the
North Broadway.
Otero,
S.
W.
H.
and it has been government. Mr. Raynolds has been
vailed in our
SALE Black Monorca and MarStates Court Commissioner. FOR
a satisfaction to assist in the man- engaged the past week in working ote 703United
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatchWill attend
avenue.
Silver
West
agement of this institution.'
ing; 7i cents per setting. Ed.
the details of his report, which will be to matters before the land office.
favorable to the making of a forest
Albuquerque, N. M.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
reserve of tht- - whole mountain counCOAL DISCOV. kY
FUR SALIC $700 will buy equity In
try on the w st
on the best
residence
J. R. Farwell,
IN DEER CREtK BASIN
ScMlers holding claims, or others
street in the city; will rent for $45
Building.
Armijo
N.
Room
23.
T.
having deeded iraeis will not be dismonth; owner leaving tov.xi. F. L
BEAUTY CULTURE.
AND OTHER ITEMS OF ARIZONA turbed, but the timber will be proMrSpail.len. 303 South Mroadway.
NEWS TAKEN FROM THE GLOBE Ucted and only a limited number ol
S ALE
double-ba- r
FOR
A
LEONARD,
MRS. M. HELENA
goats, sheep or cattle or horses win
SILVER BELT.
relcd, li gauge shotgun; bran new
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
be allowed to roam over the reserve
never has been used: one of th
Late of New York city. The latest
John Manning, a Deer creek farmer and the stockmen will al! pay a cerbest makes. Call at The Citizen of
up to date
appliance
scientific
and
year
per
the
per
to
head
sterday,
continued
tain
amount
who was in towu yi
fice for particulars.
hair, face
the
treating
fo
methods
range
In
when
to
allowed
govtninient
week's
repenrt
our
last
published
Ihe
steaming aad FOR SAl.i; Tho oldest and beet esComplexion
scalp.
and
reserve.
The
on
'ck
five
heir
si
vein
opening
the
of a
fixt
issue of the
tablished candy kitchen and ice
manicuring and shampoo
bleachlneof coal in tao lower wanin of tho Deer amount will probably be 50 cents for Ins
water
ice Ti;un paiio.' in Albuquerque.
automatic
Vlectrnlvtln
gout
5
cents
or
sand
lo
for
Mountain
cattle and
creek field by the Saddlo
Second street,
avenue
Call a: 211 South
Gold
nias.-.mWest
tl3
will
to
Hangers
sheep.
be
appoints
I ppur company. Ho stated that the
and
279.
phone
Auto
will
be
to
look
opened
sufficiently
after ihe restrvu and
vein had
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 nxuning
iisixinsible to the government for tne
ACCOUNTANT.
jjermit of the coal being mined 1u
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Posts
now
safety of the young timber.
quantities and which is
Broadway.
Hooks and
being hauled by agon to the Saddle and wood will not be cut with nit per- EXPERT ACCOUNTING
ited, statements prepared, Improved FO Rs a E OR TRADE A rey ou'Tn
mission, unless on tho claim of a setMountain tamp.
terested )n mines? I have some
stems installed. Twenty years
Tliu coal is of fine quality and the tler or on a deeded tract.
guaransaid to be good deals. Talk with
Satisfaction
As stated settlers will not be disvein carries but very little elate. The
nie. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.
tied u.ori'rt H. Mrowne, 110 South
Importance of tb discovery is not yet turbed in any way for the old plan of
M
Second strtt, Albuquerque, N.
script has been abolished.
appreciated e xcept by the uianagcm. pi
thirst-dispellin-

15c.

Grocery and
FOR SALE 11,800.
Market. This Is an exceptionally
low price for this business. A fine
location. Iolng a good business
every month in the year. A very
bright and attractive store. Rent,
135.
Close In. N. Peach & Co.,
208Vfe West Gold avenne.
BUSINE83 EXCHANGE.
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
to trade tor city property. T. I
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
McSPADDEN The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
to EXCHANGE 1 have property la
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk wltn
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.

we
Without dana-- to your preeent connection! yoa
you (if consideration lor every poiKioo
lisure
matter
located.
Our
where
till
no
competent
In
fire
txiokleta tell how we can brine; your ability to the
attention of hundreds of employer! who need hlKtt
ZSh.nlri
Trade men for K.ecutlve, V,mirl,l i,000
to S.0UO
lUleaman po.ltlont payln from
year. Ofticeeio l4 elite.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO.
First

Make your want
known tttrougn
these columns.

l

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Hapgooda (loo.). Brain Brekara
9tj Chemical Building. St. Lonhl

Props ALVARADO PHARMACY

In- -

section.

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
""'v--'',fIaSSBaBBSB-

HUH

15

Articles of Incorporation of the Ari
zona Exploration & Development company are published in this issue or the
Silver Melt, and the carporaitlonla
charter is one of the most comprehensive ever granted in the territory.
While present operations will b confined to mining properties in Globe
district, the purposes of the Incorporation cover a wide range of futtrre
activity 1n lines heretofore but little
onnsidtred in a country where copper
production is engrossing general attention. Tho resources of Arizona are
widely diversified, and we at present
import a vast amount of material for
building construction, fuel, etc., at
heavy expense; whereas, practical development of ihe raw material within
the territorial borders should suppiy
many of these needs. It Is t? exploit
these fields as well as to assist in
the development of valuable mining
properties that this corporation has
.
been formed.
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of Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital Paid in
Surplus and Profits.

02
m T)
"

or
3
m

$100,000 00
17,000 00
I

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
"Wm.
FARR, Vice president; J.
HERNDOy, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
c a hjt c d a i a r rr i a art? i m am a w rr ii pTDriMr
JAY A. HUBBS and D. II. CARNS.

President;

O. N. MARROX,

zH

B.

i

PROFESSIONAL

CAROS

V

X

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
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DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the GoldeD Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by

0

PUTNEY

L. O.

WHOLESALE

Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
Office
vNo. 306 Railroad
avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mail.

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions

PHYSICIANS.

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocerle
In the Southwest.

MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone. 410.
A. L.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAIL! DAD AVENUE

DR. R. L. MUST,
Office,

ESTABLISHED 1871

"OLD RELIABLE"

mall.

Fun-bank-

con-vlfct-

The State National Bank

Ol

w

ALBUQUERUE, N.

"

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. 'Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.

oooocoooo4oe oeooooooooco0

High-Frequen- cy

DR. W. G. SHADRACH,

C o i

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurist for feanta Fe coas
lines.
West Railroad
Office, 313
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Practice

"P

DRS. W. H. & J. D. NUSBAUM,

Physicians and Surgeons,
Office over HIckox & Maynard's
elry Store. Second street.
UNDERTAKER.

v e

e

t

Com in e roi al

p. n

Jew-

1

11

1

t

1

T h e CITIZEN JOB

11

Room

?

City Undertaker.
Building.
Commercial Club
and white hearse. $5.

Black

LAWYERS.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

32

DC.

PRESCRIPTIONS

"

0

Programs

0

Invitations
Catalogues
Blank Books
Receipt Books

0
0

In

we

other words

turn outa
thing

o very

0
0
0

. ...

0

NEXT

RUPPE

TO BANK OF

COMMERCE

203 W. RaKroad Aw.

J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
3 PAINT
Always
BUILDING
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears
took' plMtr' tlme- Cemest.
longest, most economical, full
measure.
patnt, Glass, Sash Doers, ete
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

SHERMAN-WILLIA-

-

E. W. Dobson.
.

13.
RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

F street

Z

coooxoooo oooooooxko
wt rax

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. U. Bryan.
.
Albuquer
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWque. N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
N. W., Washington,

Envelopes

Mote Heads

how to do

oa

Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerue
ATTORN
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office
Ira M. Bona.

Letter Meadt

printer knows

Colo. Red 115.
Auto. "phone 316.
A. BORDERS,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

M..Q

N. T. Armijo Bldg.

6--

Office Crcm

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
Siibscrilie for Tho Citizen and get
.
the news.

SUBSCRIBE

o

FOR THE CITIZEN IF YOU WANT THE NEWS

0000000000C oooo

c

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

WEEKLY NEW

A

FRANCHISE

VALUE

GROWTH

A

Albuquerque.

A

HEARST
New

BOOM

IS

BREAKING

York,

LP

March 14. The
who are closely pursuing Mr,
John D. Rockefeller have dlt.cove.ped
Uiat while they had their process serv
ers posted at all the apparent exits
from Mr. RockettJIer's mansion, he
was easily and safely evading them by
taking a secret passage from the rear
of his own house to that, of a relative
emerging
in another street, thence
upon an unwatchc! street, not cov-rby the sleuths, and freely made
his way as he pleased, and in perfect
security. He made his entrance and
exits from the Standard Oil
in the same way. Indeed,
it will not surprise any of them, now,
if it Is found that he has a pneumatic
tub of his own through, which he la
tired to and fro like a mail packet.
Tj underground region of the metropolis seems to be unknown land to a
very large extent. Conduits have, been
found in use thai were never dreamed
of in the philosophy of city officials,
a.nd why shouldn't the richest man in
tho city, and in the world, have his
own private tube In which he ha. but
1o ensconce himself to arrive where
h. desires? But isn't It curious to find
the leading niccey-make- r
of his time
using the same means of escape from
his enemies as did the old knights ot
romance? Chieftains who revel in
tile pages of romance, in the
novels, appeared and disappeared in
very mysterious ways, afterwards explained by the discovery of the secret
entrances to their wandering and
mysterious course. If the tide of war
went, against them why there was the
secret passage, and with the touching
of a spring thfy had disappeared just
H.i the enemy was about to seize them,
leaving him t look all about, and find-tnnothing that resembled a door or
window, to wonder what had become
a

.

T

EltSTERnArarnON

u

.

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

A
Great City Has Paper Named
Sunshine Just Like

'Myornc

THEY. WILL BRING
SATURDAY, MARCH f 7TH
FOR-WHA-

i

of Ridicule.

ft

PUBLIC AUCTION

Hiding is

Made Further Matter

PAGE THREE.

LOTS IN EASTERN ADDITION TO BE SOLD AT

A

YORK LETTER
Rockefeller's

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

14, 1906.

Look over the ground and decide what you want to bid on
before the sale. Auction to be held at 2 o'clock in the afternoon and 7 o'clock in the evening in vacant store-roo- m
on Second Street in First National Bank Building

$5 Down Balance $5 per Month

A
A

LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS

A
A

A,

LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS

A

head-quarter- s

7,
7,
7,
7,

8, 9, 10, 11, 12
8, 9, 10, 11, 12
8, 9, 10, 11, 12
8, 9, 10, 11, 12
1, 2, 3, 5, 6
1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6
1, 2. 3, 4, 5. 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12
1, 2. 5, 6, 11, 12
7. 8
1, 2, 7, 8
5, 6
1, 2, 7, 8

...

BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

24
33
34
43
25

LOTS 3, 4, 5, 6, 9
LOTS 2, 3
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS

9, 10, 11. 12
5. 6. 7. 8, 11.
1, 2, 7. 8,
1, 2. 7. 8
LOTS 6, 7
LOTS 1, 2, 3, 4. 5,
LOTS 7, 8, 9. 10, 1 1,
LOTS 7, 9, 10, 11,
LOTS 1. 2. 3, 4

32
35

42
47
55
54
50
53

LOT

DONE

4

tHt

41

26
40
49
52
51

Q
R
K

r

L
U
M

W

Auctioneer.

KNIGHT,

FOR THE PURPOSE OF BOOSTING

things

LETTER

MARKET

ForSpreJns

6
12
12

SCOn

WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE TO HAVE NO BIDDING

I

12

LOTS 7, 8

A
A SURETY INVESTMENT GO., Owners.

4

BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

PRICE

mioitt iiavk iiapiened hut

won-t"- !

N0Tice

Special Correspondence:
Notice is hereby given that an election will be held In the City of AlbuStock Yards, Kansas City. .Mo..
querque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
March 12. There was a drop of
April 3, 1906, between the hour of
10,000 head in cattle receipts here,
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.. ot
last week, from the week previous;
said day, at the following polling
total supply 32,000. Killing grades ad- '
places:
vanced 16 to 25 cents during the
First WardCity Hall.
week, and some hay fed steers from
Second Ward At office of Chaa.
I"
JOf&'LOO
the vicinity of Meeker, Colo., shipChadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
ped in by Isaac Baer, reapej the
Third Ward At office of E. H.
benefit, selling
4.b0.
Stockers
cils on the streets, or to beg on the and feeders madeat a big
Dunbar, on South Third street.
advance the
highways. Miss Helen Keller, the prod- first of the week,
Foutth Ward Near corner of Copbut bad country
igy, makes an appeal for them. Let
per avenue and Third street.
roads In this territory-- , and soft, pasall take hold with "Sunshine" and tures
At (whica said election the qualified
and fields, and muddy feed lots,
help the blind.
electors of the said City of Albuquerkept buyers at home later in the
que,
Hear-- , People Too Pronlescuous.
New Mexico, residing within tha
weeky so that most of the gain was
Mr. Hoaitt's political noveinients lost.
limits of the said city, shall choose
Choice black Colorado stockers
I' the
who would are becoming more and more active,
the
,
following
officers:
sold at $4.70 last week. A big striug
be miles away perhaps having thread- and lie Is fast building up a party lnjof
One Mayor For a term of two
stock
vicinity
of
fro
cattle
the
years;
ed his way right. Into th:. very foot- t .ie Empire state. It is quite within Saguuche, weighing 6G0 pounds, sold
steps of the deceived knight in pur- the possibilities, and evt-One City Clerk For a term of two
in the at $4.45; stockers from La Junta, at
years;
suit.
Tho hills and mountain
of probabilities, that he may be nominat- - $4.30; cows from the Colorado plains,
Ronnie Scotland, according lz- the roOne City Treasurer For a term of
lor governor oi tne state or
it J3.00 to 13.25: fed steers from
two years.
mances, were lull of these secret iats-itges- , York. But sitiie of Mr. Hearst's M
fol western Nebraska at $5.05; medium
Two Members or the City Council
and human foxes were made to lowers and converts do not stick, stockers at 13.K0 tn I4.oi).
from the First Ward One for a term
thread their way to safety sometime
mere is a substantial loss to htm and the Panhandle were
ren
of four years and one for a term of
'.wiain a lew teet or their pursuers. throughout the wards of the city resented, feeders at $4.25 to $4.40,
two years, to fill out an unexpired
Hut wo would have been less rut amxng those who voted for .him for and sotckers
$3.80 to $4.25. Veaks
at
term.
."ri.ied if Andrew Carnegie had been mayor, and many are saying that the advanced 25 ceirts, and best ones
One Member of the City Council
the one that brought about the revival Hearst boom was not a permanent now brnig $7.00. The supply of cat
from the Second Ward For a term
the mysteries of pa-- t ages, rather one and . that it will s:on be dis- tle is 12.000 today; market steady on
of four years;
ihe Oil King. It is a curious sipated.
A notable
follower. Hon. light killing steers and stockers and
One Member of the City Council
coincidence that, this discovery
I
is Bird S. Coler, whom the Hearst men j teetiers; cows ana heifers strong
)
Ti
LrZJ
iTtsrirr
V
i
'SiT
from the Third ward For a term of
made public at the tame time that the elected president of the borough ot heavy beef steers 10 cents lower
four years.
Bell TUephone pople introduced
Hrooklyn seems to be at odds al Meal fed steers from below quaran
One Member of the City Council
t: draw wires through the tubes ready with his great leader, for Coler tine line are selling at $4.50 to $5.00
from the Fourth Ward For a term of
and conduits. The prevailing style of has been bitterly attacked in the board today, the highest range this year.
lour years.
aivhitec.ure that the caricaturists of aldermen by H. C. Peters, the lead
Sheep and lamb receipts last week
One Member of the Board of Edugive to the lank and loan frame ot er of the Hearst forces in the beard.
were
cation from the First Ward For a
at 42,000 head. Lambs
Rockefeller makes it easy to believe Peters, it is said, acted with the con- shadedliberal
term of four years;
down a little, but sales were
;aat. he might be capable of squeezing sent, if not by the order of Hearst
from $6.30 to $6.80. a higher range
Two Members of the Board of Eduthrough the underground
passages. and the Municipal Ownership league, than the week
before, but quality
cation from the Second Ward On
As there is an unlimited supply of oil now the Indr pendent league; and It was better.
Aged
sheep continued
for a term of four years, and one for a
:.o grease the ways John U. can do it wss one of
Coler's pet projects that firm last week. The run today is
term of two years, to fill out an unif anybody can.
was assailed, showing that both sides smaller than usual for Monday, at
expired term.
wtre deeply interested in the matter. 8,0110 head; market strong to 10 cents
Increasing Franchise Value
One Momber of the Board of EduA
falling
by
out
two such prominent higher, including lambs. The feature
The matter of Eleventh avenue or
cation from tho Third Ward For a
'
of
leaders
young
a
cause,
shows bady today is a shipment from the Ktort
Death avenue" as it. is called by the
tern of four years;
One Member of the Board o( Edu"Yellows," shows how vested privi- and has done much damage already Collins district, ewes selling at $5.35.
to
the Hearst bconi and movement. yearlings $i.0O, lambs $6.70 to $6.75,
leges accuaiulate in value in this
cation from the Fourth Ward Fur a
thing
against the Hearst some coarse lambs $6.45. Arkansas
great city, with the mere passage of Another
tern of four years;
boom is the disposition of the Hearst Valley wes $5.25, yearlings, at $6.00.
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
time. Eleventh avenue is the street managers
to pitch fs on anything and Wethors are not tested today, but are
through which the New York Centra!
Nofici
railroad has been running1 out its everything, as though the members quotable at $5.70 to $5.90. Lamb
afraid they would be forgotten prices are not as high, relatively, as
'night cars from S;. John's park to ifwere
they didn't make some new move wethers and ewes, on account of the
Notice is hereby given that an elecbe made up in trains at the old ThirThey were quietly squelch-c- large proportion of lambs coming in.
tion will be held in the City of Altieth street station. The train with eachbyday.
Attorney General Mayer, w'uo land dealers are advising that partly
buquerque. New Mexico, on Tuesday,
:i dummy engine at their head are
wouldn't give them authority to take finished lambs be shorn and fed out
April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
drawn up the: avenue, a flagman on proceedings
against the merger cf the well.
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock n m.. of
horseback preceding tiiem. They go
said day, at the following polling
at a dog trot pace, and there would New York city railway lines. And so,
J. Ahrens, Manhattan, Kan., 80 year HEARING IN SANTA FE AS
we are having the Hearst party ar
ptaces:
STOCK SUES
ftM-MERCHANT TAILORING'
to Le no reason why human be- ranging,
lings, 74 pounds, $6.00.
or trying to arrange, every
SESSORSHIP CASE POSTPONED
First Ward City Hall.
ings of the least intelligence should thing
I
G. Haines, Colorado, 'J bucks, 112
in the city, and now in the state,
Second Ward At office of Chan.
The hearing on a petition for a writ upstairs
go out and get themstJves killed by
OVER
NO.
209
WEST
pretty soon, maybe, in the United) Stock Yards, Kansus City, Mo.. pounds, $3.25.
Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
'l lutliiumuiis UIUUUL uy uiruviuo J
these slow moving and fully adver- and
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMWednesday. March 7. I06.
States. It. seems to be unknown to March . Some sales of Colorado
Collins, tlio appointed assessor of San
inird Ward At office of E. H.
tised trains; but. they do, henco the them
BINI,
PROPRIETOR.
H. B. .W'ertz, Triniiliui. Colo., 87! ta Fe county by Governor Herbert J
Dunbar, on South Third street.
that the great mass ot things cattle at Kansas Cltv this week:
epithet thai is applied to the street. on
this terrestrial spher go along
Fourth Ward Near corner of Cod- Isaac Baer. Meeker, Colo., 2 kilters, ewe. "6 pounds, $5.20
This tract and privilege came to Comper o venue and Third street.
u a
Scott I & L. S. Co., Las Animas, missioiiers to approve tho bond
year tt year without any fixing 1,121 pounds, ft .'60.
mercanlt"0,rlnr?,op
modore Vandcrbllt and the Now York from
.
y:t
ave-tyT
yearlings,
pounds, Collins as assessor of Sata Fe coun- We" Ra lroad
At which election the question of
by anybody, and t'nat the strength
1ai,
WUdron & Co., Saguache, Colo., 271 Colo
Centra from the Hudson River rail- up society
$5.80.
the Patronage ot authorizing the Issuance ot Three
'f"elicit
lies In just that class of stockers, 660 pounds, $4.45.
was postponed from lo o'clock yes. "ue'n
road, which ran its passenger cars of
AU
work guaranteed first Hundred Thousand ($300,000) Dollars
& L. b. Co., Iis Animas, terday morning upon request of At-tc1'Public affairs and public Waldron & Co., Saguache, Colo., llj
way down to Chambers street, run- things.
Colo., 414 yearlings, 98 pounds, $5.85
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
can't be put through the paces stockers, 602 pounds, $4.45.
ning them to Thirteenth street with officials tight
F. EJder. Lus Animas. Colo.. 497 It was heard
''ew Mexico, to purchase and extend
rope all the while without
Waldron & Co., Saguache, Colo.. 1
on
IJ.U,,.!.,J"
"'!
horses. The legislature has ordered the the
to
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and tho vuter works now ownod by the
lambs, 66 pounds, $6.50.
public suffering seriously. In fact Blocker, 660 pounds, $3.25.
McFie of the 'r'.r"
TV,
JUUIUAI UJSmCLl ronat.-- J
I
IL
ho New York Central to put the
Thursday, March 8, 1906.
ttt. 4 uo BiyCLlltVi I UDQ Will UUl Water Supply company of said city,
O. R. Slavens. Ijl Junta, Colo., 190
a hodge-podhas been created
court at 10 o'clock this morning. Tue
tricks into a subway. Rut the Central such
Ladies garments will bo submitted to tho qualified
L S. Co., Arkansas Val appeal cae of Anaotasio Gonzales, injure the cloth.
ihat public matters have become a stockers, 694 pounds, $4.30.
ays it won't put ihem underground, crazy
cleaned and walking skirts made electors of said city, who are the
W. F. Thero, Holly, Colo.. 37 cows. ley, 476 ewes, 98 pounds $5.25.
quilt of the most dazzling and
assessor removed from also
county
tho
as it w,;uld 'cost an imnien.se sum, confusing
to
order. Give me a trial.
owtiers of real or personal property,
i, 737 lambs,
916 pounds, $3.25.
colors.
omce uy .mug .virrie ujxn ine cnarge
q 3jJirjT!
requiring as it would, hug sidings
tubject to taxation, within tho City
W. F. Thero, Holly. Colo., 13 cows, 83 pounds, $6.70.
TIMKR.
OLD
duty,K
neglect
Incompetency
of
of
and
and switches; and the Central says
of Albuquerque.
Terpening, Arkansas Valley, 523 was also
830 pounds, $2.60.
as
it
not
be
tiel
could
Ec;ema
ihat if the city insists it may take the
Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
A. Yant, Rocky Ford, Colo., 20 cows, lambs, 80 pounds, $6.55.
nearu unit: tue present incutnoent or
HORSE RACING
property after condemnation proceed-- !
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
Friday, March 9, 1905.
fril pounds, $3.15.
wa-- . decided ujion.
olliee
the
'ngs. after proper appraisal, in which ,
Itch.
Fulkerson,
Colo., 258
Prowers,
A. Yant, Rocky Ford, Colo.. 2o feedKdwanl Atiilrews, a dem.crat,
' e
All of these diseases are attended
It would expect to receive the CITIZENS OF KELLY EXPECT TO ers, 830 pouuds, $4.i0.
ewes, 93 pounds, $5.25.
uy
lie
board
of
county
by
modest little sum of $lm,0ou,iHHi. That
Notice Is hereby given that an
intense Itching, wfttch Is almost inFulkerson,
Colo., 483
Prowers,
A. Yant, Rocky Ford, Colo., 21 feed- tl rouh his deputy, A. 1. stantly
ENTERTAIN THE IRISH.
n a tidy sum, but it is worth fully
relieved by applying Chamber- election will be held in tho City ot
lambs, 84 pounds, $6.7"
ers, 736 pounds, $3.8U.
charge
of'.a
of
the
is
Hill
assessor's
hat anioun. and niu.v.enths of that
lain's Salve, and by Its continued use Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuea-"i- v.
J. Arraguy, Lamar, Colo.,
479
11
A. Yant, Rocky
Ford. Colo.,
fice. Should the decision of the court a permanent cure may bo effected.
April 3rd.
1906.
The citizens of Kelly will celebrate calves, 41o pounds. $J.f,u.
value is the result of long holding and
between tha
lambs, 82 pounds, $6.65.
w
it
ill
r
Collins
fav
be
he
in
then
;li growth of the city. Tile city has St
has, in fact, cured many cases that 1,our" f a o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock
Patrick's day. and all arrangeH. Uadger. Rocky Kurd Col,).,
to
legal
up
recourse.
Andrews
seek
sa?il
day,
to
of
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
i
at the following
pay for its own gr wth, pay the ments for a royal time aave heen coin- - bulls, 1,125 pouuds, (i .15.
had' resisted other treatment.
Price
What GonaleA wi.l do is problemat- 25 cents per box. For salt; by all voting places.
.tally of so immensely increasing in plet d.
Co!.;
H. Badger, Rocky
Ford
City
not
yet.
Market.
Kansas
is
Vcrilv.
ical.
the
md
First
Ward
City
Hall.
druggists.
In the morning, horse racing will calf, 110 pounds, $6 O'L
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Plant a Tree

livery school bouse' should bo surounded by a lovely
park. In which the school children would feci that they
bad a personal Interest. The work in the school gardens
would lead many to have home gardens, and what is
more Kautiful than a city of gardens and orchards?
Arbor Pay. March 30th, should see some tangible
in tho City of Santa Fe to establish and
maintain ec.hool gardens.
Hogg of TeVas who said, shortly
H was
"I want no monument t
lrffore his death, recently:
stone or marble. Let my children plant at the head ot
my grave a pecan tree and at the foot an Old fashioned
walnut. And when these trees shall bear let the pecans
Of
and walnuts be given out among the plain peofT.e
Texas so that they may plant them and make Texas 8
land of trees."
"What nobler monument, indeed, than a Linden tree,
which will give shelter to the birds and etjade to
humanity for a hundred or even two hundred years after the hand that planted it has been stilled in death!
"Give men their gold and knaves their power;
Let fortune's bubbles rise and. fall;
'
Who plows a field or trains a flower.
Or plants a tree, is moreJhan all."
New Mexican.

Director
Popular
a man of very great business

IT'S DRESSING UP TIME AGAIN.

Thre will In no celebration of holy
Kan., oommunlon tomorrow morning n; St.
well
can
Is
again lohn's church.
burning fieively, demeeting o! Albuquerque
fying all efforts to i Regular
.
.... i t, ,1 Ll i. I.inivhl
...........
KMge, 4l.
I. 1.
close the mouth.
i a'rlock
in taeir lodge rooms.
nt
T h e biggest
gas Af'.r initiation the reirnlar lunch will
well In the
cS wa
be served. All members urged to be
struck by tho Knnsa
present.
- - O
Natural
tins comLast nigli- in the Guild hall the reg
Caney.
pany, near
of St.1
Kan., in February. It i:ir meeting ol the vestry
was held, at
was difficult to con- John's Episcopal church Importanceto
which time masters of
trol and while work- '(ho church
were
an.! mncn
discussed
In
men were engaged
nnsipesfl transacted
this work a thunderO- storm came up. Tin
The regular meeting of the Missionmen fled and a bolt ary Society of the Congregational
struck church will lie held Thursday lifter- -'
of lluhtning
The. well noon, at 3 o'clock, at the residence of
the gas.
for Mrs. C. E. Iloldl.. ;I23 South Kdith
burned along
days, an awe inspir- street. Mrs. C C. Sharp will have n
on "Mexico." An Invitation is
ing sight by day or papcH.
the ladies to be present.
night. One night the etended1o
0
flow of gas suddenly
Ijmt evening in the Highland MethIn
volume.
doubled
odist church Prof, J. II. Cmm of the
With terrific roars University of New .Mexico delivered
.he aperture in the is a lecture an adaptation from Marn
"
"Innocents Abroad," 1 hutt ratHI53 Twain's
Night Picture of .Well Afire. '
by
sterloptlcon
views, that was a
ed
anu
earth wkloned until it was tight feet or more wiae
brilliant effort and held tho interest
showers of stones were hurled high into the air, and of the large audience throughtotit the
fell, redhot, beyond the range of the flames.
evening. Prof. Crum is a clear and
The flow of gas was estimated to be (10,000,000 cubic forceful apeaker, gifted with the art
feet per day. More gas than half a doien large cities of graceful gestures and there seems
In the country burn yas going to waste every twenty-fou- r to be email doubt but what the pro
hours. The flames reached hundreds of feet in fessor will be In demand at enterthe air, and the veering wind swung the great balloon tainments or a like nature in the
of blaze wildly about the mouth of .the well. The roar
O
miles away,
of the burning gas was heard twenty-thre- e
night
home
of F. G. Pratt
tiie
conversawell
of
the
a
quarter
mile
of
and within a
scene of a
in
Highlands
was
the
the
No one could approach closer pleasant gathering,
tion. was impossible.
muslcaJ,
social
and
than 300 feet for thr heat. Steel rails bearing Iron of the frie,nl ,f Miss Nellie Pratt.
hoods and weighing many tons were pushed up to the The night's pleasure was divided bemouth of the well, but the hoods were blown away; and tween gajnes, muslcale author rebuses
though the well was finally capped, In a few hours it
two features of entertainment, at
again burst all bounds and la now as Incontrollable us which handsome prizes were awarded
over. The closest approach to this Kansas wonder was the winnerwuid an tmpromptu pro- the burning of the great. Karg well. In Findlay. O., in pram rendered by Mrs. Miller, Messrs.
188tl,
Its flow Svas a fraction of that of the Kansas Beano, Hetherington, Hall, Martin and
Hlondin, all well known artists whose
'
monster.
individual boIos, as accompanied by
Miss Pratt, contributed to the pkasure
OOCOOCk00000XX000XX0OC000C9 of her guests. Miss Pratt proved her
self the possessor cf the gift of the
Pir-ics-s
Ideal hostess; that indefinable some
thing, or quality, enabling its favored 0
holder to cater to numberless differ-intemperaments, giving equal pleasFrom Philadelphia Ledger.
ure to all.
0
Caney.
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WELCOME SPRING WITH
FASHION DEMANDS

tJ.e value of a franchise
it or force the city to
take it and what it values it :tt for taxable purposes is
forcibly illustrated in the case of the New York Central railroad, which wants $lo0,un,0oo tor its rights on
Eleventh avenue and otiler streets, from which it is
oronosed in a bill missed by the legislature to remove
T.clween

vants to sell

the company's tracks. Under the special franchise assessment by the state board, and which under tue Ford
law IS taxable the same as real estate for city purposes. It is shown that the franchise of the New York
Central railroad for tracks lengthwise on Eleventh avenue and other streets was assessed in VM'.t as worth
$1.ISO,000, and the corporation was expected to pay the
regular real estate tux rate of New York City upon its
valuation".

NEW SUIT.

WITH THE NEW SEASON

HAS BOON HONORED In The MAKING Of Our SPRING SUITS
SIN&LE AND DOUBLE BREASTED CUTS
$12.50, $15.00 OR $18.00 UP TO $30.00

We'll give you your mind's worth

socialgatnering

The first

to

the recently organized grad-ua'enurses' association took place
last night at the spacious home of
Mrs. S. K. Newcomer, 205 North Wal
ter street; Miss Merritt, president of
the new organization, being the hostess of the occasion. The souvenirs
were small Mar fishes, which Miss
Mwritt had picked up along the bench
at. Watch Hill, Khode Island, and resembled in form tne class pm worn
by the hostess.
The recent nurses'
organization is composed of the fol
lowing members who were In attendrs. Pennell, Miss
ance last eviniug:
Claypool, )r. Hunter, Miss Millette,
Miss Radcliffe, Miss Dahlquist, Mrs.
Breen, Mrs. Uarnett, Miss Gavin, Miss
Powers, Miss Ryan, Miss Merrl t, Mr.
Wltlet.

Moros of JoSo
Wej of Devclopmeiat

money't worth

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

The

Policy of this Store
is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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EVERY KINK AND TURN OF FASHION
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been
un the work for the company. Had Mr. Small not
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taken ill the work would havi been commenced ill the m'lnu lias, however, been rapidly waning of late years upon, mi that they may make theii
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and the Philippine commission has been extending
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hinthoiitv iver ihe Moros. hv establishing among thelll among ' he poor.
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MANY CHANGES

SMILE AND

OLD.

For Sale or Tskcs

The difference

A GLAD

LAST SPRING'S CLOTHES ARE NOW OUT OF DATE
THE WIDER AND LONGER LAPEL, THE CLINGING BACK WITH THE SLIGHTEST SUGGESTION OF
THE "CORSET FIT" AND A FULL SKIRT ARE SOME
OF THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE NEW AND

Fraiaclhiase

when a corporation
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renown,
l once knew
much
was
life,
years
his
of
last,
thirty
who, during the
sought after, says Henry Clews, because he possessed
the qualifications necessary to miflte him a most a satisvery
factory director, hence he was connected with
companies.
large number of
He was a man of wealth; retired from business, and
possessed a corporeal capacity, but it was of the avoirconsisted in his
dupois kind. His mental qua.!ifio-'.:'j:- is
always attending punctually ail the meetings. He came
early and stayed to the tnd; watched closely to deand
termine which way .the majority vote was going, open
always went with it. He was never known to
hts mouth except when the luncheon was served alter
the directors' meeting had adjourned.
it una much lamented bv corporation managers
when he died. He was their favorite director, on the
,u silotMifxl that lit c.'IVfi Tin trouble and was
perfectly satisfied with Ihe result of every meeting
when ho was handed bis f' gold piece for attendance,
which caused him to go home rejoicing.
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.
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Parlors
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

0

Machine Works

i

ft. R. HALL, Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; ShaJUan.
"Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts tor

c

Buildings.

Repair on Mining end Mill Machinery a 9poclalty
Albuquerque.
Foundry east bide ot railroad track.

MELIN1 & EAKJN,

Wholesale tigm: and

Ciar

I

M. M.

0

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, li)J. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

THE CELEBRATED

j

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.
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"WV eut entirely t(K raucb." said the health expert
All over I - I'niti'd Klales prepjrutiuiis are In UiK
l
"Were obliged to." replied the Rourmet. "Kmul
mailt by the. rcpubllcuo clubs for participation in Ihe
AT
MERCHANTS' LUNCH
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
THE
golden juoili:Q of the party, to be held, ui l'hi'.udelphia, adulterated fco ruucli that we're obllKed to have a proater (WHITE ELEPHANT FROM 11 TO 2:3
DAILY
A Citizen want ad will get the busiquantity la order to keep uti the MVern'c df lMHirish
ALSO FREE LUNCH SATtin June 17, 18 mid lit, of thin year, under lbe auKplct-' ness.
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. S. HOPPING. Proprietor

321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment
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Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of a'.l
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give lu a call.
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Steward-Lam- b

Announces
Her

Mother in Allegheny, Terrifying Experience of Two Alleged Unmanly Act of An
tonio Montoya Yesterday
Unfortunates in "Side
Pa., Writes For InformaMorning.
Deer" Pullman.
tion About Son.

Acted

RUGS

She was n feeble old lady, who had
passed the Suth mile stone ( f life.
With tottering steps abe was walking down Third street, yesterday,
16
bound for the business section of the
From 2 to 9 o'clock P. M.
city. Her head was bent downward
somewhat as a result of the ravages
'210 South Second St
produces.
Soeettsor to Psrker A riemlr.g.
......
..... .
incarceration
of time, and the crook it had made in
'
;
unfortunates
of
; ? ;,,,
other
-hundreds
Kike
".'. .
the old lady's back.
,
i
!!
ui
ui rtif.i'ini
i.. w.e
l.iri.,1 t the west by
Coining in her direction was n tall,
jue.
exagger well
bureaus,
employment
bunco
developed nntive In the pi into, of
' Hear Sir: la Pwl my son. John B.
unmitigated liars, manhood.
and
renorts
ated
His every move suggested
.Terrolrt. left Chicago bound for New who pictured fat Jobs, golden paved
Mexico, after drawing his
pension streets and barrels of money wait ing ( gingerly agility. The nntive was inOPENING SALE
from the United States government. for some one to knock the head In toxicated and he reeled along the
hia
arms
walk.
wildly
He
threw
about
I
was
That
have heard front and help themselves, Callahan and
the last
film. 1 was tM a few days ago thai Harnatt found themselves, a few days him, or the bad booze he had in his
t least. The
Tie was murdered in New Mexico in ago, about penniless, no work in sight Ulterior receptacle did.
Antonio Montoya by name,
An attractive lot of new Lace
J 901 or l!n2.
These parties were un and home some hundreds of miles native,
he felt good and frUky.
Cur.'aina at prices you are someable to tell me what place In the ter- nwav. It was ud to them to move. thought aged
lady, with nary a word
iiie
time asked to pay for goods two
rltory he was killed, however. 1 have Tui8 wll8 an indisputable fact. It took
any one, approached Montoya.
It
or three seasons old. Sale price
communicated with the pension office monry to travel on the cushions, but to
is said that he accidentally reeled into
from
..75c to 9.00
at Washington and learned my sn only nerve to ride freight trains. Hav-dre- her,
'
3
owing to the backward move
iVwjr-t i ....
his last pension ln October, 1901, fnf? a more liberal supply of the latter mentbutof Montoya'a
head machinery.
Rope Portlers
Ro I know that, he must be dead. He than coin, Callahan
Haruatt
and
evidently believed the innocent.
simply . surprinlng. These
had lung trouble, contracted during ciimbed into an empty box car a few he
Values,
hoary-heade- d
old lady bad likewise
opportunities should
war while serv- hundred miles up the Santa Ke line,
money-savinthe Spanish-Americacervnza,
up
many
glasses
licked
of
every reader.
Ing his country on the monitor Mian-wtof here, and were shortly
with
him,
bad
collided
with
for
and
and was nnable afterward wards bumping eastward in lively no respect to her age or sex, it is
$2.00; worth.
$3.50
Un. No. 1
to work at his trade of boiler-makinfashion. The spirits of the men were alleged that Montoya lifted his foot
3.00; worth.
$5.00
Ixtt No. 2
more than half of his time. Hence he buoyant In spite of tneir sorrowiui and kicked her off the walk. An en:
$6. (Ml
$1.00; worth.
Lot No. 3
would be unable to get along for any financial straits, until at one of the raged pedestrian lifted the lady to
length of time without his pension stops made, Callahan and Harnatt, her feet,
then demanded of Monmoney and it would only be natural, from the corners they squeezed them toya whyandhe acted so unmanly, to
Colo, Phone B, 68
8 GOLD AVEKUE
anyway, for him to draw It regularly selves in, beheld a shipment of picks, which. It Is said Montoya replied, "beIf he was alive. 1 have long mourned etc., thrown Into their "side door" cause 1 felt like It." He was shortly
IIOMK Sl'IML,Y COMPANY
the bey dead for wtth his appetite for Pullman, saw both doors of their
afterwards1 arrested.
sestrong drink I feared he would get coach closed with a bang, and ex' Judge Crawford sentenced
Montoya
They
in trouble. He was a good son to me, cured from the outside.
to pay a fine of $15 or serve fifteen
my only son in fact. I am 72 years changed alarmed looks, when, from a days on tho streets.
The prisoner
FORMER RESIDENT
old and have myself to support and conversation which took place out- was shy of such n thing as money. FORGER CAPTURED
the car had A warrant Is also awaiting service on
if I could find out where my son died side, it was learned that again
moved
and prove 1t I could get help from been sealed. The train
Montoya, charging him with stealing
OPENS A NEW MILL
AT FLAGSTAFF
the government in my old age. Now along. Hoth men soliloquised mourn
33 sheep from P. Armijo's ranrh. near
cona
prisoners,
were
fully.
They
recup
look
you
would
.
the
dear sir if
town.
bound
ords of crime for 1901 and 1902 you signment of human freight, Boston,
would be conferring a favor upon a they knew not where. Maybe
John Moore Who Victimized John F. Maguire Will Manupoor broken hearted mother as not probably New York. These were hor- DELAY LOSES GREAT
was
until learn the truth will my mind be rifying though s, becnusesipthcTe'water
ARIZONA
TREASURE
FOR
of
not a morsel of food or
facture Blankets in Emat ease.
a Number of Hotel Men
in tire- car. At the stop the fellows
"Truly yours,
tried to attract the attention of a WHILE M. S. V1NNIE WAS NEGOpire State City.
MRS. J. 13. JERROLP.
in Albuquerque.
party passing by the car. He ap"1519 FulUn Street, Allegheny, Pa."
CARRIED
TIATING, ANOTHER
parently looked at the car. noticed it
OFF GOLD.
was sealed, concluded he "had them,"
WOMAN BURIES HER
WILL
BE RETIRXF.D AT OUE SON RESIGNS HIS POSITION HEE
and continued on, for both doors rewriting to the
A correspondent,
mained as Ihw were locked.
INFANT CHILD ALIVE At Isleta. about discouraged of ever l.os Angeles Examiner, from Douglas,
James F. Magulrc, who has served
bein liberated, the prisoners again Ariz., under date of- -' March loth,
John Moore, who some time mo vic
attract the attention of a says:
K. Sturges and the as assistant superintendent of the Rio
Frank
timized
MRS. MARY AIKEN, THE UNNAT- tried to
S.
ago
M.
Viiinle
car
"Several months
They kicked on the
passer-by- .
by Grande Woolen Mill company, resign
URAL MOTHER, CONFESSES RE- side and yelled, li chanced to be me was tolling some Douglas friends proprietor of the Savoy hotel ap- ed his position a few days ago and j
checks,
forged
of
means
been
has
known
pirate
treasure
VOLTING CRIME.
conductor of the .freight who was abrmt it vast
prehended at Flagstaff, Arizona, and leu iasi evening uu io. l ior oa.u
passing at the time, and ho whs a to himself, and some Phoenix friends. will be returned
en routo home to Jamesto this city to stand Ktanclsca Y.
Island,
learning
in
Pacific
IocutOij. in Cecal
the
town, N.
A special dispatch to the
Mr. Magulre was acIVuver creatlv mvstified man upon
trial.
ocean.
at
was
proprietor
Mr... vmnie
Republican from Roswell dated March that he had been carrying gratis
$18.00, companied by his wife and two childfor
a
Moore
check
presented
Dougin
on
that time of the Pacific cafe
in a car where the seal
12, Bays:
to have been signed by the ren, Mildred and Eleanor Magulre.
Whn the las, anil still lives then. He was ne- purported
Mrs. Mary Aiken, who has been both doors were intact.
John F. Magulre, tho father of the
!sntry-ShaConstruction company,
in
his
friends
trip
would
gotiating
a
with
he
superintendent, resigned the
assistant
confined in the couuty Jail at Carls-ba- conductor informed the men
Moore
to
cashed
Mr.
who
it.
Sturi;es
on,
map
of
a
the
who
Phoenix,
owned
and walked
superintendency of tho Mo Grande
on the chargo of murder in the not liberate them, crushed.a
samo
the.
kind
of
presented
also
place
Toland,
Indicated
which
the
Starvation
mill some time ao and left for home
first degree, signed a confession today their hopes were the
face. When the where vast ' treasures were said to check to the proprietor of tho Savoy
stared them in
He Is about
It will bo remembered.
that she buried her child alive on the 'train
same
for
the
hotel,
by
agone.
called
which
years
night,
have
in
been buried
pulled into this city, last
night of January 7, this year.
pirates and Spanish refugees from amount and succeeded ln securing to open a new woolen mill in the Emdoor
o'clock,
the
end
7:30
about
tat
as
any
emotion
city and his son will
She ilid not show
open, they knew tne worst was California during the Mexican war of cash for it. Tho checks were later pire State
thrt irenerat mannirerHhln of the
she told of the horrible crime and was to
In
forgeries.
bo
the
Gray
to
Mr.
discovered
independence.
Vinnie's
Hut
happen. Special Officer
gave 'Js her reason that her husband not
concern. The company has already
the conductor waited for the men friendB failed to come to bis Jerms as meantime Moore fled tho city.
"had deserved her and she could not and
They to a joint expedition in search of the
Chief or 1'ollce MeMillin immediate- been organized there with a capital
prison.
of
come
their
to
out
support it. She also said that tne wcro
arrested, but this seomed good, treasure, and the matter was tor tne ly had 50 postal cards printed at The gulre as Its president and superln-- j
neighbors taunted her because her compared
Kveulng Citizen office, bearing a
with their recent predica- time dropped.
husband had left her.
A few days ago he sold his resguilty to the
of the forger, which he sent teudent. Blankets will be manufactThey
pleaded
ment.
The grand jury at Carlsbad, which
charge in police court, this taurant in Douglas and might, have to police officers in New Mexico and ured exclusively, it Is understood, to!
is siiil in session, indicted her on the morning,
were sentenced to ten used his knowledge and funds and Arizona, with the result that this af- bo sold direct to tho dealers.
charge of murder in the first uegre. days each and
The many friends of Messrs. Ma- on the .streets.
This did persuasion to some purpose upon tne ternoon Chief MeMillin received a disand returned a "no" bill in the case not strike the men as being so "aw- Phoenix possessors of the treasure patch from Sheriff Coddington of Mc- gulre in Albuquerquo will be ploasenl '
of Albert Aiken, her husband. He ful," either. There was something to map and secret, but, behold, on the Uinlnv pnnntw tnlhn
thllT MftOre to learn of their success and extend
deserted her three weeks before the eat and drink in sight 'but that box very night upon which the sale of his aad been apprehended at Flagstaff, uieir rem wihnes.
crime was committed and was arrest- car experience yes, the. chain gang Ijuaiuc-Bill l'UUf:ifia Hab lliutu lam-- . Moore will be returned to this city
Iitia Iid &nf,iii
wtth n full at once and in all probability will
ed at the home of his father at uate, was paradise) to it !
MILLINERY OPENING
Oklahoma.
page article and Illustrations of the spend a term In the pnitentiary f r
I
The woman claimed that a stranger
discovery upon the old pirate resort his proficiency with the pen.
The Gilbert Mitiinery company anbad taken her child and the next day GRANT COUNTY TAXPAYERS of Cocal Island of a treasure of gold,
nounce their cpring millinery opening
it was found by neighbors near the
silver and Jewels amounting in value,
for Thursday, March 15th, when they
house in a roughly made grave. When JUDGMENTS AGAINST SANTA FE necording to estimate, from $33,000,-00- 0 PADILLA'S SALOON
j will
display at their new quarters
disinterred the hand of the
to $100,000,00.
,m'" "r 1110 'arRest ami most
LARGE
PROPERTY
AND
OTHER
boy was clutched to a niesqtiite
NUMBER FIVE, date lino of fashionable spring and
"Tho discovery was made by the
OWNERS OF GRANT COUNTY British yacht Ras Marine, owned and
root.
summer hats in the city. The Gilbert
' Millinery
RENDERED VALUELESS.
company, on account of the
When arrested and shown the body
commanded by Harold W. S. Gray, an
PA,.,.,, of Itlro r()()I11 for their increasEnglishman. A few days ago, the SHOT UP BY FRIEND OF MAN
of her child, the woman did not wince
to 208
DILLA WAS TAKING TO JAIL IN j ing business, has moved
and claimed innocence until she gave
The supreme court of the United yacnt, fresh i'rom the treasure island,
South Second street, the storo room
the written confession. She did not S'tr.tcs yesterday affirmed the supreme put into the harbor of Valparaiso.
LOS LUNAS.
formerly occupied by learned & I.in- slate why she did not kill the babe ccurr of New Mexico in its decision Chili. South America, for coal, and
She is :i0 years against, the Silver City National bank the find was telegraphed to San Franbeti re burying it.
Joe Padilla returned last night demanu. Their increased floor space
n has enabled them to lay in a larger
of aee and is attractive and stylish. in favor of d:v. :s big taxpayers of cisco.
from
Ixs bunas, where he had
" 'The vacht is now on her way to
of millloery this spring than
week at Grant, county, thus ending u legal
In the district court this
place J. 1). George in jail at that stock
to
l
.,!.... 111
I.. ,1.1a
im.--i
ujienm
Carlsbad she will be tried for her life. contest that has been g.ing on in the! England with the tens of millions of place. George Is the man who fhot ever- 1.ueiuic, nine?
ago.
years
gold
jewels
hold.
iu
city,
four
tier
pirate
K.et-nand
years.
The
man In the band near
courts for the nast seven
another
case dates its inception to a time says the Examiner.
PROBATE COURT
a few days ago, as fully chronIN
OF CHANGE
ON ACCOUNT
And Mr. Vinnie of Douglas, who icled in these columns at the time'.
when Grant county made a special tax
12
DAY
AT THE AMERICAN
PAY
In
persuade
not
could
his
friends
pay
Mr. Padilla stated that be had Just
MILLS, THE
Jesus Romero presided over a ses- levy to raise money with which to taxPhoenix iu time, and the l'ho"nix received a letter from his bartender LUMBER COMPANY
its county officers. The heavist
sion of tho probate court this mornSTORE,
CLOTHING
M. MANDELL
now
are
procrastinated,
parties
who
at Ketner to the effect that Joe ON RAILROAD AVENUE, WILL
ing.
The petition of Abrama S. de payers, who Included the Santa Fe very, vfry sorry they didn't hurry.
"l
Chaves, asking to be appointed guard- road, the Victoria land and Cattle
"
,
KEEP OPEN TOMORROW (THURS
K,'"'r'
.
The rhoenix parties,,..,two brothers.
,
r'ce...io noi.'v-.i. f Mil nil,
..v.
1V,
1. 11..
ian of Juan Jose Anisoto and Lola company and several other large con - "
NIGHT
'
5. during Fadilla's absence, and hadlUMT'
tho levy and after he- j
7 J""'1'
lioul terns
Chavez, minors, was granted.
r
i .'
i.
"shot up" the saloon, destroying the
FEED,
ing defeated in their contest ln the
CHICK
SPECIAL
fixed at
tho
to
for
tain
concession
hunt
a
and raising cain in general, PERIAL EGG FOOD, POWDER LICE
The petition of Abrama S. de district court, carried ihe case t.: the treasure, but they failed to get It.
escape,
leav
THE CLARK-VILLKILLER. LIQUID.
Chavez, asking to le appointed ad- supreme court, where it was reversed Some corrupt officials wished to im- after which he mai" his
has notified ofPRODUCE CO., 602 SOUTH
ministrator of the estate of Maximi-aq- o in favor of the taxpayers. This re- prison ono of the party, and force ing the camp. Padilla Gallup
tu arrest FIRST STREET.
Chavez, deceased, approved and versed decision has now ben'n affirmed him to give up his secret. They had ficers at Ketner and
Knlgiit. on sight and bold him for the
by the hieher supreme court.
bond fixed at f00.
a narrow escape and came back to the
EXPERT CHEF AT THE WHITE
In the meantime ihe Silver City United States to get more money and deputy sheriff of Valencia county.
The hearing in the matter of FlorELEPHANT WILL SERVE A MER.
ence Anderson, deceased, was con- National bank bought up the judg try again.
CHANTS' LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30
LINDHOLM RETURNS
tinued until the first Monday in menu rendered by the district court
"Years passed in procrastination
FROM NEW MEXICO DAILY.
April.
The judgments held against the Santa and failure to obtain suliicient funds,
A. S.
Ijndhohu, after spending
The report of the estate of George Fo in this case amounted to near enabled the lucky Englishman to get
H. Somniers, deceased, was approved. $r,imo.
threi; weeks In N v Mexico, looking
a concession from the Chilean gov
The following account against Hie
Col. H. K. Twitchell of Uis Vcnas
'and stumble on the big treas- - after the interests of the Knight-I- i
Ino Piano cotupatii
estate of Carlos P. Sanchez, deceased, v. as attorney for tho taxpayers, while ernment
returned to
urc
approved bv executors, was allowed F. W. Clancy acted as counsel for
'It. has he'en known for some scv- - Trinidad yesterday, niys the AdverOVER POST HARDWARE CO.
by the court:
Weillor & llenjamiu, the persons holding judgments.
of all kinds
jenty years or inore that there was tiser He found basi'iess
21"'i West Railroad Ave.
M
merchandise, $208.30.
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nourishing
and
New
in
buried treasure on Cocal Island, and
Auto Phone, 320.
Tho petition of Melville li. Sum- t
plea.-ebusiness
"he
d
'he
with
'
some bad been found, and bait li s bad well
PHARMACY BOARD
mors, asking to be appointed admin- - j
to explore different agent it's of Us company. He
liecn fought for the ri;-'Istrator of tho estate of the lat.
island, but the old pirates gener-jall- y will remain ln Trinidad for some time
.lames A. Summers, was approved. J 'MISS MATTHEWS OF ALBUQUcR-M- . the hid their
the agencies
treasures pretty well, now before again
QUE LEADS ALL OTHER
Moore and F. H. Schwi inker vviv
land the big Mid wa-.- li it t.i be made in the din'i rent ejt IN
appraisers.
CANTS IN THE EXAMINATION by the liigiishiiian."
The court appointed David Chaves
GRADES.
A GASTRONOMICAL
TREAT WILL
administrator with the will annexed,
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
BIG EUSINESS AT
Albuquerof
Miss
Mary
Matthews
BINDERS
of the estate of Dolores S. de Chaves.
riNS OF LOOSE-LEA- F
CLAYTON LAND OFFICE. ELEPHANT MERCHANTS'
LUNCH
before the
aid administrator to furnish a bond que, in an examination
11 TO 2:30.
FROM
Clayoftlse,
at
laud
the
At
federal
which
pharmacy,
territorial board of
if $IifK.
Strongest Locking Device
ton, from January 1" to March 9 this
Court adjourned, to convene aain was in session in Santa F demonNotice to Property Owners.
Greatest Expansion
727 entries wer
made, coverstrated her ability to uphold the year, lltl,:!2H
the fut Monday in
Easiest Manipulated
acres, breaking all preThe law makes it the duty of every
wrfinau's side of the question, by pass- - ing
person, firm or corporation owning
nig with an average or 94 per ceni. vious records for the number of
FESTIVAL CONCERTS OF
We are exclusive Agents.
in real
and area covered Iu that length or having any intere-BRIDGETON MUSICAL UNION. She received honorable mention from
of time. During the same time HKJ or other property o: the first day of
14. The the board as Laving made one of the
Hridgetou, N. J., March
highesi grades. The other applicants entries were made ut the Santa Fe March, to see that such property Is
first of th two festival concerts which also
& Co.
S.
satisfactory examina- land office, covering tiO.Ouo acres, and properly libted for taxation on the
passed
give
Musical
union
llridgeton
will
the
office, coh- assessment
Property returns
rolls.
were granted registration. 5u'J entries at the
tions
and
25th
anniversary
of
of
the
honor
in
MOO K
ering 75,Oon acres. These l.tiOO en- are now being rt'e:ved at tho as.
They were:
D. Taylor of AlbuIts organization, will be held "this querque,
tries mean a iiiuf!tix of at least 5.nnt sessor's otlice, in the court house.
I).
of Albuquerevening. The second will be given que, H. E.F.Davis Wyman
other commonfrom
GKO K AI.HRIGHT,
of Helen. F. C. Heas-le- y immigrants
tomorrow night. Tho chorus of alout
KXXXKXOCXXXXXXXXXXXCOOOO
Assessor.
of Hagerman and F. 1). Winters of wealths, during the first two months
by
fine
a
orchestra
assisted
200 voices,
h
settled on public
Ijis Vegas.
of the year.
8
SCREEN TIME
distingtiishd
soloists
of
and a number
The committee' on complaints and lands. This does not take into
ON ACCOUNT
OF CHANGE
IN X
will tend, r ;i highly interesting and
Door and Window
land
at
federal
entries
here.
"Tevanr-ethe
tthe
is
investiwas
to
PAY
THE
instructed
DAY AT
AMERICAN
quite nnibi ions program. Many music gate n rtain complaints
screens made to order.
the effect office at Uis Cruces nor the thousands LUMBER COMPANY MILLS, THE P
to
are
th
parts
of
slate
lovers from ail
tnaf lospitals In the territory were of immigrants who went to the towns M. MANDELL CLOTHING STORE,
ALBUQUERQUE
PUNIN8 MILL
hero to attend the festival concerts
alleged t.) have dispensed physicians' and villages to engage in other
ON RAILROAD
AVENUE,
WILL SXTOCOCXXXDOCXXXXOXXXXXXXO
prescriptions without having a regis- - pat ions Tiian farming, or tho thous- - KEEP OPEN TOMORROW (THURSregain their health DAY) NIGHT.
Captaiu W. K. Dame returned this ,r(.(1 pharmacist in charge. ConsiJer- - anils who came
PIONEER BAH ERY
morniug from Guadalajara, Mexico, .tl)1), rolltine business was transacted impaired bv the hevere climate of she
,
,
neu
fclMON PAU.1NG, Proprietor.
east and the norm. ii me present
tnt, IQeotinir of the board
where be has Been on uusuiess.
HOTEL FOR RENT
(Successor to Hailing Bros.)
rate of lnimigition is maintained
asked concerning his trip Captain
fight New Mexico tftll have a population
Returns of
WEDMNO CAKES A SPECIALTY
Ikune said he ditl not care to have any
e
'
will be received tonight at Clark's of half a million in the census year
Gold
thing said joiuerning it at present
We desire patronage and w
Avenue
completely
li r ri u
Pool Rooms, 115 West Railroad ave-- I of VjIO. over 300. dX) of whom will be . f....
Realty ante.! f irxt class baking.
w.diivu. Ji illI..II
Co.
Albuquerque.
Try a Citizi u ant ad.
Iliie.
from n'tber commonwealths.
207 S F.rst Street.
.I.
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A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

Opening

imttrisonod in a Ixix enr on a trans
Ful-railroad route is about us
wtitos continental
n situation as a person Is us- H very touching letter to Chief of !'- - rMiimal
lire MeMillin In this ri'y in whlrh!"nlly called upon to face in 'his life
fhf asks for in forma.; ion concerning of nps and downs. John F. Callahan
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OFF THE WALK

SEALED IN CAR

MURDERED HERE

CITIZKN.

KICKED OLD LADY

HUMAN FREIGHT

YOUNG WAR HERO
.

EVKNIMi
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AND CARPETS
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Thursday and Friday,
March 15 and

1'n.,
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Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

PJSadame (Bross
:

Ce-cillfa-

ns,

MADE TO YOUR
ORDER
Shirt Waist Suits from..f18 up
Silk Waists from
$10 up
Walking Skirts from.... $15 up
Everything Furnished at Thla
Price.. Don't Forget tho Number

a

118

West Gold Avenue.

TELL US 'OW TO DO IT.
Tell us how we can supply you a
better quality' cigar for (he money
than tho wvll known and well liked
Whito I,lly cigar without loss and
we'll do It. You know very well that
we must make som profit or go out
of business, but we are content with a
fair margin. Hence the low price 6
cents for such a fine cigar. $2.00 by
the 1kx of fifty.-

.

.

pus-sonir-

i

AVfc.

Call and see samples of
0
latest Spring Goods,
Pique and 0
Lfnens. t

-

-

MOVED TO 118 WEST
GOLD

V. MASTERS

J.

1

Mlbert Faber

Lace Curtains

ill Jri M

-

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

J.

A.

RICHARDS

113a WEST

The St. Elmo
BARNETT,

JOSEPH

i

20

AVENUE

RAILROAD

Finest Whiskies

Prop'r.

Wines, Braadies.tc.

J

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

0

West Railroad Avenue

I

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that
Is the selection of proper floor.

is no difficulty about this It
Empress flour 13 chosen. It Is so
good and makes soch sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be
surpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use It for that very
reason.

The.--

j

e

1

!

l.

aei
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pro-este-

M. BERGER,

t$yjt

Wholesale Agent,

114 West Copper Ave.
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APPLI-anpoime-
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d

Crown Studio

The Majestic

-

OLD
-

ALBUQUERQUE. CATHEDRAL
HOTEL
M E R C
A L . C L. U B
BUILDING.
,
AUSTRIAN CHINA

ALVARADO

COM

I

Furniture and Crockery
BORRAOAiLE

& CO.,

HTGoW Avenue

oooocooooo

DANGERS OF THE DARK
Tho Telephone 13 a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRESI
Tho Telephone Is an
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

BURGLARS!

Telephone the Police
FIREI
Telephone the Fire
Department.
ILLINESSI
Telephone the Doctor.

Ai-Vi-

r li.

Itic-wel- l

Lithgow

liJNDKHS

YOU NEED

A

TELEPHONE

OOCXXXOCXXXXXXXDCOOCOCXDCXX)

Wootton

&

Myer,

Real Estate
AND

RENTALS

Ranches

and

Farms

i

guar-Moor-

I

HOME

04rO0C0

t-

Nelson-MoGove-

YOUR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ac-co-

s

IN

Correspondence Solicited.
13 8. Third St.,
A1.PUQUERQUE . . . . N.

M.

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

i
j

STAGE UN

E

Carries the Unltetf States mall:
only Una with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble a
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or
1U.OCK. Proprietor, Perea. NM.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSUTIANCK, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS
J
Automatic phone 451.
Room 19. N. T. Annije Bthi3.
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How to Fool a Lazy Liver
with Artificial Exercise

STARTLE COUNTRY BY THEIR INDIGENCIES

its

THE SCHOOL OF SCANDAL

siM 5? fey)

1 i i
))ut
i i I tU.1 S.i U
i 1 Upresident.
H ( I iMills1 ICorey,
it t )discarded
Stool corporation,
his
V.

wife because slip, stood In the way of his "social advancement."
lnwrcnro Ililpps secured divorce from his wife after

4

tjonal procx'dlnKg that shoclicd entire country.
'tliliMW 1. Packer, former counsel for Carnegie S eel company.
sued for $100,000 damage by Mrs. Mary I. Vetter for alleged
breach of prumiso to marry.
H. P. Hope figured in sensational case involving a separation
from his wife and a reconciliation later.
'
A. It, Peacock caused a mild social uprising by cursing the
4
performers In a grand opera.
Harry Thaw caused big family row by marrying Miss Evelyn
Nesbit, an artist's model, against the wishes of his mother.
Augustus Hartje, a paper manufacturer, sued by his wife for
4
livorc on grounds of Infidelity.

GIBSON n. PACKER.
Gibson D. Packer Is I hi- - Mack sheep
among the aggregsti hi of

IK- - made
young millionaires.
liss
oihcrs, and Ik- is known as
tu
ono of tin- - most mistily men in Pittsburg. Oil)
lave in' a voiiirti,
Bald, was sufficient, to cause 1irn to
Ho fitted
8 pond nuncy unnecessarily!
Pittsburg. Pa., March 14. Since it i other cities when thoy visit Gotham
up a
homo In the fast end for has become known that, a New York
There Is but. one story of the way
Mrs. Mary I. Vetter. a handsome woman filched several million dollars tho "quick rich." people of Pittsburg
widow. She lived tTiere for six years, from
the late Henry W. Oliver, It is got their money. They were neary
and when Packer's money stopped she
all friends of Andrew Carnegie and
4 4 4 4 4
Rued li f : ii for breach vf tromlse to
were let Intj the steel business Just
marry, nsking $100,00 damages.
FADS OF THE PITTS
before he turned it into a trust. Then
BURG MILLIONAIRES
every roan woke up U find himself a
millionaire,
and the majority hustled
A. R. Peacock, horses and
to find ways to spend the cash.
automobiles.
.There is nothing some of these milWilliam Plinn, ivolitios.
H. P. Hope, boys" brigade.
lionaires want that they will not
straightway get, if money can buy it
W. E. Corey, theaters.
even other men's wive. And 'he
Gibson I. Packer, 'keeping
wants, or rather the whims, of the
his money.
'.wr7
codfish aristocracy are legion.
Iawrence Phipps, clubs and
honwifl.
One mil Uonal ne's wine cellar costs
Harry Thaw, entertainment.
him $50,000 each year. Another one
H. C. Friers, art galleries.
spent $20,000 for a dinner and enterA. W. Mellon, fine horses.
tainment for half a dozen of his
It I
4 4
4 4 4 ( Y
friends. Stock gambling is a favorite
said a certain class of women wa'ch pastime, while betting on the races
the New York hotel registers every is carried on In one of the clubs Just
day in- search of a name registered as In a professional ixx1 room. It is
from Plttslxirg. Having found one, not an uncommon thing for as much
HON. WILLI AM FLINN.
she seeks an acquaintance, taking it as $300,000 to change hands in a
Willkun Flinn wan a pwr contrac- for granted that the Pittsburger is single day. Ia the same club there is
tor, not a filend of Carnegie's. Know- "dead easy." Fcr this reason a num- a poker game run almost continually
ing what was coming, ho Imilt a plant ber of millionaires who do not belong and the pile on the table seldom repat' Sharon, Pa., and started Uio manu- to the "mushroom" class register from resents less than five figure.
facture of steel. He sold to the tnist
and cleaned up something over $2,000,-000- .
with it. In the wall paper and furBeing middo aged and greatly
nishings in his palatial home there
He
fli'iin-- s of rveaoock feathers.
attached to his family, he cared nothir
ing for the frivolities of the younger
sjient a fortune in providing the most.
men who madn their wcaltli In steel.
elaborate stable owned by any
For six years tie has been the reThree years ago- he stopped
publican leader in ttio city. lit three
a grand oiiera performance by breakelections he has oeen whipped, and
ing out with a tirade of curse at the
ho admits that each fight lias ccJst hnu
performers. He loves to see his charD
over $10(t,0oo.
itable deeds paraded in the

than

it-4-
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Afflicted With Rheumatism,
"I was and am yet afflicted with
rheumatism," rays Mr. J. C. Bayne,
editor of the Herald, Addington, Indian Terrilory, "but thanks to Chamberlain's Pain Balm, am able once
more to attend to business. It Is the
best of liniments." If troubled with
A. R. PEACOCK.
(
rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial
and you are certain to bo more than A. R. Peacock is perhaps the most
pleased with the prompt relief It af picturesque millionaire in the city.
fords. One application relieves the Tho peacock Is his coat of arms. His
pain. For sale by all druggists.
carriages and automobiles are marked

W

IRE

The inclinations of W. Kllis Corey
run in a channel with which the public was familiarized during the recent
trouble with his wife. Ho is worth
about $5,000,000 and gets a salary
greater than the president of the
United States, which it is said does
not. keep him in "spending money"
for four months. He started life working for $15 a month, on a coal tipple
for his uncle. His sudden wealth has
so changed him, that his relatives have

AND

LOCATION

The. Jury term of district court col
Don't Imagine the Cascaret 13 ineffecvenes at the Iternalillo county ;ou
Candy.
to
as
eat
pleasant
it
is
because
tive
nouse .Marcn
jurors have be.
II acts as pleasantly S3 It tastes. It is selected as follows:
as congenial to your Bowels as it is to your
Grand Jurors.
Palate.
Amonlo Jose Chaves, precinct
"Bile-drivefloods
which
It is not a
Antonio Montova. nrooinot 8 : .1 A
out your stomach today with fluid juices McQuade, precinct 12; P. M. Bralnaro-precinc- t
needed for tomorrow.
26; B. W. Duke, precinct 26;
But, it acts like Exercise, Instead.
Steve Balling, precinct 12; John H.
It stimulates the muscular lining of the Blake, precinct 12; Rumaldo M on toy a,
Bowels and Intestines.so that they mechan-icall- y precinct 5; Charles Lawler, precinct
digest, food and drive out tho 12; John Motzenbacher, prefinct 12:
Teofllo Romero, precinct 5; H. H. Til-towaste.
precinct 12; BmlHo de Luna, precinct 4; DlegD Sanchez, ortcinc-- . 9;
Juan Anaya, precinct 28; Dan E.
The lime to use a Cascaret is when you Davison, precinct 6; Jesus Anaya, prefirst suspect you need one.
cinct 28; Esqulpulo Romero, precinct
precinct 35;
Henry Springer,
The only way to have them ready lo 13;
use precisely when you need them Is to Adolfo Salas, precinct 34; Camilo preprecinct 3; S. J. Bonsel,
carry them constantly in your pocket, as cinct 12; Francisco Chaves, pr"clnct
you do a Watch or a Lead pencil.
Moya, precinct 34; A.
13; Ramon
The ten cent box of Cascarets Is made M. Ix)ve. precinct 2t: Nat Greene,
12; Desidero Montoya, precinct
thin, flat, round-edgeand small, for this
13.
,i
precise purjjose.
Petit Jurors.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
War13;
precinct
Francico Duran,
made only by the Sterling Remedy Comren Graham, precinct 12; J. A. Hor-topany and never sold In bulk.
Every
precinct 26; J. F. Sulzer, preoinct
12: C. A. Th:ne. precinct 26; Hpifan- tablet stamped "CCC."
lo Garcia, precinct 23; James B. NIpP.
precinct 4; D. S. Bliss, precinct 13;
ri. H. Briggs, precinct li; Guadalupe
X3T rREE TO OUR. FRtCNDSI Garcia, precinct 14; D. H. Boatright,
precinct 26: Antonia J. Garcia, preWe want to tend to oar frlmas a beautiful
BONBON BOX.
35; R. F. Lester, precinct 12;
cinct
In colon. It Is a btMtr for the
Lewdressing table. Ten cents in stampi is asked as a Frank Quler, precinct 20; Jessie
Hilllard, precinct
measure of good fait h and to cover cost ol Cascarets.
is, precinct 13;
with which tEls dainty trinket l loaded.
710
26; Vicen'e Arias, precinct 13; J, L.
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
preStar lias Remedy Company, Chicago or Hew York. Bell, precinct 12; Frank Daniels,
cinct 5: Thomas Seward, precinct 12:
D. A. Bittner, precinct 26; A. Harsch.
C. Reynolds, W. C. McKoan, I,. A. Dry precinct 26; Soetlo eApodaca, precinct
of Corona and Deputy Sheriff Sam 34; Frank Little, precinct 23: Tibo-clPhillips of Estancia.
Martinez, precinct 3; A. Jordan,
nrecinct 12; Apollno Garcia, precinct
Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough 14; Thomas Welsh, precinct 26; RaRemedy in His House.
mon .Montoya, precinct 8; Andres San"We would not be without Chamber- chez, precinct 4: Candilo Garcia, prelain's Cough Remedy. It is kept on cinct 35; Jose P. Garcia, precinct 13;
hand continually in our home," says Luke Walsh, precinct 12; Prlmatavo
precinct 11: L. F. Mans, preW. Y. Kearney, editor of the
Ixwry Ciry, Mo. That is cinct 26; Thomas Pratt, precinct 26.
j 1st what every family should
do.
Doctors Are Puzzled.
When kept at hand ready for Instant
use, a cold may be checked at the outThe remarkable recovery of Kenneth
set and cured in much less time than Melver of Vauceboro, Me., is the subafter it has become settled In the ject of much interest to the medical
pre-cin-

d,

nt

French-aestrne- d,

Several years ago he became
involved in some trouble with a young
woman, which led to his wife's leaving
him for a time. This affair. It Is said,
cost him nearly a quarter of a million.
Since then he has turned his attention to the boys' brigade, of which he
is commander.
Each year he takes
the entire organization to Canada for
an encampment, he paving all the
loriy.

hills.

WRIT OF HABEAS
CORPUS IN CLARK'S CASt
A hearing was had yesterday before
Referee Harry S. Clancy, esjieclally
appointed by Judge Edward A. Mann,
of the Sixth Judicial dLs:rict court for
that purpose on the petition for a
writ of habeas corpus for Jap Clark,
confined in the penitentiary for safe
Ueeping from Torrance county on the
charge of the murder of James Chase
last year. George Spence of the finn
of Spence & Rose, of Estancia, and
Renehiin and Thompson of Santa Fe,
appeared for Clark, while District At-H, B. BOPE.
torney E. C. Abbott represented the
The ambition of H.' P. Dope is to territory. The following witnesses
be simply a "go.d fellow" with every- were examined at the hearing:
F.
I

'

NAMES

Liu-cer-

The Bowels need adjustment from time
to time, Just like a clock, or a watch.
No "Good time" is humanly possible
without this.
And, the time to adjust the watch is
not when it has run down, nor when the
main spring is broken, but at the very
minute adjustment Is discovered necessary .
The time ts adjust the Eoweh b
merely when your Head Ach3, when your
Liver is Sick, your Stomach In Revolt, and
Nature's Food Process retarded for 24
hours or longer.
The proper time to adjust them is the
very minute you suspect they need

-

THEIR

fc

open."

Ivwrence Phipps made the moneyout of steel that should have been
made by Patrick Dillon, one of Carnegie's superintendents.
Phipps got
a tip and bought .Dillon's stock Just
in time to be in en the merger. He
cleared $3,000,000. and Dillon today is
working at an
Job. tiipps
has found Pittsburg too small for him
and niake-- s his home in New York or
Denver. He is a devotee: of horses
and automobiles. His friends say t'iia;
he considers that his divorce from
his wife ha3 greatly humiliated him
and that this is one or the reasons
that he. no longer resides here.

March 19.

r"

his famous formula for Happiness, viz.:
"Trust in Cod, and keep your Bowels

1.AWTRENCE PHIPPS.

Panels Have Been Subpoeanedj
for the Term Convening

iin.

Professor Rand knew It.

rats-burger-

fur

Restlessness begin to show themselves,
That's the time to eat a CascareL

That's why he framed up for students

Vital

DISTRICT COURT

If digestion seems even a little slow,
If Heartburn, Belching, Colic or

slck-a-be-

WILLIAM ELMS COREY,
practically disowned him. He loves
show and many stories are told ot
hU
Immense sums for private dinners.

JURORS FOR THE

dull,

life-lon-

l

i i f)

If your tongue Is slightly coated,
If your breath is under suspicion,
If your Head feels a trifle heavy or

VERY serious Sicknera has a
small beginning.
And, in nine cas-- s out of
ten that small beginning is
made in the Bowels.
Indigestion Is the beginning of moat
diseases.
It paves the way for all others.
Lack of exercise, hasty eating, improper
food, are Its first causes.
Laziness, snd postponement, permit3 It
to grow Into Chronio Conatipation, which
g
means
Discomfort.
It Isn't necessary to be
you
know, in order lo be mighty uncomfortable.
Even slight Indigestion affects the
nerves, dulls the mind, and obscures the
merry sunshine of Life.
And, Indigestion once started, grows
fast, corrodes temperament, and discounts
happiness, good cheer, capacity.
Il does that long before It puts you on
the Sick list.
Every thinking Doctor knows why.

PITTSBURG MILLIONAIRES IN
.

14,

J

PITTSBURG MILLIONAIRES, MONEY MAD,

;,;-;-

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

o

IaJa-venden- t.

system.

Mu-usr-

This remedy is also without fraternitv and a wide circle of friends.

pijer for croup in children, and will He says of his case: "Owing to severe
prevent tho attack when given as soon inflammation of the throat and conas tho child becomes hoarse, oc evtru gestion ot the lungs, three doctors
after the croupy cough appears, which gave me up to die, when. B3 a last recan ic.ny be done when the remedy is sort, I was induced to try Dr. King's
kept at hand. For sale by all
New Discovery and I am happy to say.
It saved my life." Cures the worst

a

coughs and colds, bronchitis, tonsili-tis- .
DIFFERENCE.
weak lungs, hoarseness and la
"Is Mr. Bluffem one of your city's grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores.
most prominent capitalists?"
50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
"Bluffem?" Why. he's no capitalist.
Try a Citizen want ad.
He's only a financier."
A

YOU EVER IN A CITY?
Tra

that Albuquerque is a city; a steady, rapidly growing CITY Do you know the critical stage
long passed; that no matter where or how this Territory may develop, Albuquerque
demands her toll; that she is IT

DO you realize

of Money
s,

is
8

Again, You Conservative Speculators

DO you kiiow we own the "CAPITOL HILL OF ALBUQUERQUE?"
That we possess the limited supply of what, from this time forth, MUST be in
much demand? That we, and we only, have THE HEIGHTS THE SLOPE
THE VIEW? That, in one compact tract, only eight blocks from the heart of
the city, we hold over fifty blocks to be devoted to residence purposes exclusively No Factoreis, No Stores, No Saloons, No Boardicig-houseetc? That
we own our ownwater plant and will furnish you water, piped to your property
line, at a price guaranteed to be less than the present rates? That we have established two large parks, and, at our expense, will build the cement walks
and line the streets with trees?

DO you know that Silver Avenue and the adjacent blocks comprise the
CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION? That, beginning at one park, and
ending at another, "it will also be parked on both sides throughout its length?
is drawn beyond which no dwelling may
That, on this street, a building-lin- e
project? That, though no time limit is imposed, yet here no residence, when
constructed, shall cost less than $4000? That these excluding clauses follow in
all deeds and assure to the purchaser and his heirs, for all time to come, his
home amid beautiful residences and the quiet aud refinement of such

JUST SIXTY SITES ON THIS A VEMUEh

We Now Offer Building Sites, 100x132 Feet, $1000 to $1200! Think you Ambitious Man;
Borrow If Neccessary; But Buy! Wait, and Someone Will be Glad to Treble'
Your Price! We Hold Not All the Best, but the Best of All!
3X3

The Terrace Addition Improvement Company
M. P. SI A MM,

t.

'''

Secretary and Selling Agent

i

j,

Saw THE IResidemice Secftiomi? tS&yDid! Youi G Dowm 02? Up?
iSJit Up9 You Home-Builde- r!
T&fee Nottie You Iirwestori

You Men Who Dream

l.
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Ned Hanlon says he can't see any
weak Knots In the lineup of the
C'ln-cltin-

Red.

ing?

Which wav

U

he

look-

Marvin Hart a place on his ljnulsvllle
team at. second base. "Nothing to
It," Is the way Tebeau disposes of the
report.

Eddie Santry, the Chicago fighter,
Dave Fuliz did not go with the
suffering with a dislocated arm,
Americans on the spring trainwhich he received recently In a fight ing trip, nor did Jimmy Callahan go
in Iowa.
with the Chicago Americans, which
means that the Johnson league has
P. J. Hynes, a pitcher, has been lost two valuable players.
transferred by St. Uuls to the Mil
o
waukee team In the American nssocla
The next fight of any Imiortance In
tlon.
San Francisco will be between Jimmy
Hrltt and Kddie Hanlon. That is, if
ucuraw is training his men at a the authorities will permit the 'congome of the test. The unforunate ending of t.ie
Ramo called push-ball- ;
other managers are coaching their
players In a
l
game.
New-Yor-

Is

tc
A

li
D

f

hit-bal-

a

v

Forest Wright, the new southhander
signed by McOraw, has made a most
iavorauie impression at the spring
training camp of the Giants.

FIRST-CLAS-

S

Wrestler Frank Gotch has not given
up home of becoming a prize fighter
and will soon go into training to take
on some of the heavies.

0

the report querque Stars, another amateur team,
be per- that, as yet. has not reached a very
mitted In Frisco, but the officials shining place In the base ball firmamay lie prevailed upon to allow the ment, yesterday afternoon, on a vagame to continue. The fight Is sched- cant, lot In the southern part of the
uled for the last of the month.
city, and with plenty of "rooters" to
O
cheer them on to victory, defeated
The Denver admirers of Young Cor-be- tt the Stars bv the score of 9 to 4
who are still of the opinion that
a
he is not nil to the bad, are trying
Now It is claimed
Herrera was
to arrange a fight for him with some doped when ho met Battling Nelson.
of the promising second raters.
The dope was administered with a
good-sizepunch In tho Jaw. howBuddy Ryan, who was cut In the ever, Instead of in the Mexican's food
race several months aRo, will never
D
r
tight again, it having been necessary
McGraw speaks to his players when
to remove ihe injured optic. He was they are In uniform, but ho associates
enco welterweight champion of the very little with them off the field
He thinks this treatment nlds in dis
worm.
cipline.
Catcher Crlger of the Boston AmerSomebody has invited Jabez White
icans, has suffered another relapse,
and it Is Improbable that he will be to cross over and meet Battling Nel
bout. If Jnbez ac
able to play this season. He Is at son In a
Hot Springs, but. the bnths are doing cepts the offer he should compel his
admirer to give bond for his safe
lilni littlo good.
return to England.
aO- The Albuquerque Orioles, an amaJoe Gans and Mike (Twin) Sulli
teur team that has aspirations to fly
higher than their present sphere lu van will fight at lxs Angeles on the
the base ball world, met the Ailm- - 14th, tiie meeting to take place under
canvas In the baseball park. They
will go twenty rounds that is, If Sul
livan can stand the pace that long.
Joe Gans has gone lino training at
I.os Angeles .for his coming battle at
that place with Mike (Twin) Sullivan
for Hi.' wri. cm eight championship.
Willie Fitzgerald is his sparring
James D. Llghtbody, the crack Chicago athlete, has decided to Jol the
American contestants at the Olympic
games. He ia one of the country's
best distance
runners
will
and
strengthen America's chances to carry
off some of the honors.
McGraw has original ideas concerning training. He permits his players
to remain In bed In the morning as
long as they like, so they report at
the grounds by It o'clock. They must
retire by I n. m. under the McGraw

t.iree-year-cld-

'

regime.

Gene Demontrevllle held out foi
mare salary at Toledo and the foxy
Grillo immediately secured Ed Frank
from Brooklyn. Now Demont Is looking for a landing place.
O

The longest hit, made this season
was by Ban Johnson, when he struck
the "covering up" evil. He hit from
New York to Chicago, and in his own
organization, too.

By

the

way,

what has become of Bob
O

Fltzsimmons? He hasn't lost a fight
or a. wife for so long that the impression grows that he has dismissed his
press agent.
The repoit was extensively circulated that George Tebeau had offered

All

"

'

O
Dick Padden' is getting together a
fine array of players at St. Paul, and

Nordyke, the Californlan, who is go
Ing to the St. Louis Americans to play
first base. Is touted on the Pacific
coast as one of the b?sf players ever
seen out there.

'

"In nothing that I do hereafter,"
ays Jas. John Jeffries, will there ever
he a suspicion of the prize ring." Having done and been done In the prize
ring, Mr. Jeffries is now willing to
live It down, If tho public will give
him a chance.

$30,000.

O- -
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BATTLING NELSON IS READY
FOR TERRIBLE TERRY
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Grand Rapids fans are hopeful ol
eelng the pennant brought to their
town, now that John Ganzel Is his
own proprietor and can therefore play
first base without being outlawed for

Vol

-

Battling Nelsou is drinking
quarts of buttermilk daily as part of
his training plans for his coming battle with McGovern. Tom Sharkey adNow, where
vised the .buttermilk.
on earth did he learn that "fiierc was
such a beverage.

Kid Herman Is getting to ho something of a challenger.
He has Just
seni his third defl to Joe Gans. but
the Inky lad Is trying for a match
with Nelson or Britt. If they turn
JIMMIE AND WILLIE BRITT BOXING.
James lMwanl Brill, the lightweight was his greatest weakness when he him down, Gans will then take on
idol of the Pacific coast, keeps In and the Dane met before. Britt has Herman.
considerable endurance and can stand ' Columbia College Is planning a
good condition by living an exemplary life, regularity iu his meals, a fair amount of punishment, but his stadium that will cost $1,oiio,0(mi and
blows lacked steam when he met tne
and a few minutes' daily workout, Battler. Britt Is much cleverer than will be built on the North River front.
any of the work can be done
with his brother, Willie, who is a Nelson as a boxer; lie Is striving to Before
pait of
pretty fair boxer himself. Britt still be his master as a fighter and the It will be necessary to fill In $400,1100.
river front at a cosi of
has hopes of meeting Battling Nelson only way he can accomplish that end the
Stands will be erected around the
fight and is striving Is by developing a
in a twenty-rounstadium to accommodate 33,ooo peo
power,
hitting
as
develop
his
that punch.
to
ple.
The university plans to erect
d
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slngton, a suburb.
"I shall not be caught napping by
McGovern," said Nelson. "I look for
a hard fight and will be prepared for
It. Terry stopped Murpry
and Hanlon
In shorter time than anyone-els- e
and
that shows that he Is dangerous, n
means that he Is there with the wallop
at nil times."
Of course Billy Nolan Is with Nelson, and the shrewd little manager
is watching hjm like a hawk, to nee
that he is given every possible attention necessary to Improve his

a handsome

O

Sharkey, the sailor, has been
a constant visitor at McGovern's
training quarters and picks him to
win over Battling Nelson.
Sharkey
has seen Terry train for everyone
rf his fights uild says he never saw
him in finer condition t'nan he now Is.
Tom

O

derful curves dished up by
the elder.

Muthew'-so- n

0

In Baltimore the newspapers ridlcul"

the idea that Gans and Herford have
split. As both men hail from that
town this ought to lie taken as pretty
good evidence that Gans Is the same

old Gans of yore, and he should be
placed under bond to fight "on the

level" whenever he enters the ring.

o

A hill

before the New Jersey legislature placing onerous restrictions on
aiitomobilists Is worrying eatern motor car owners. The bill provides a
license tax of $3 on the machine and
$1 for the' chauffeur.
Speed is limited
to six miles an hour In towns. Should
a motor car owner be arrested he
could be sent to Jail by any country
justice unless he had his license wifh
him. The sentiment against all
Is strong in Jersey because
of the reckless acta of a few New
Yorkers, who disregarded the rights
of the residents of Jersey and made
the roads of that state a 8eedway.
auto-molillls-

Superiority of Quality is the Test.
These primary conditions prevail in nearly all breweries.
Many pure, clean beers, however, are not good beers.
Clean, pure beer may be made from almost any cereal
and may
be aged and sterilized, but it will not necessarily be good beer.
CORN OR OTHER CHEAP MATERIALS WILL NOT
MAKE GOOD BEER.
The maximum of Quality is not there.
e
The brewers of
beer can and do justly claim purity,

00000

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim. No. 2072.)
Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office. Santa Fe, N. M.,
March

1906.

Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant bas filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, under
sections 1H and 17, of the act of March
3. 1X91, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
commissioner at Albuquerque, K.
on April 17, 1906. viz., Emlllo Sanchez,
for the small holding claim No. 2072,
in sections 24 and 25, township 7
north, range 2 east.
He names thefollowlng witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
'
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Per-altN. M.; Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Fernlnlo Perea, ot
Peralta, N. M., end Manuel Alderete,
of Peralta. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof.
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
cf tho interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
e
mentioned time end place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL, R. OTERO.
Register.
a,

cross-examin-

is
mam
5

.Bill

Science and experience have proved that good beer MUST contain
two essential ingredients HOPS and BARLEY, and for pale beer
a small percentage of rice.
But it is much cheaper to use Corn - Grits as a substitute for
'

Barley-Mal- t.

00000

cleanliness and freedom from germs.
But they cannot justly claim quality.

e

Christy Mathewson's brother has
been given several trials by the New
York Nationals at the training camp
at Memphis, but lie has shown no
Richard Mdnsfleld hae given out an
evidence yet of being more than a
Interview saying people do not underfairly promising youngster. He lacks
As for March. It came In llko an stand him.
Sarah , Bernhardt could
control, and has nothing like the won Insurance agent.
claim the same.

Some Large Brewers Claim Purity and Sterilization and little else.
We Guarantee Purity, Sterilization and Excellence of Materials.

Corn-mad-

N., R. 2 E.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; Slsto Bnco y Daca, of
e.
N. M.: Mariano Vigil, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Placldo Salazar y
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest against tho allowance of said
proof, or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of the Interior Department
w hy such proof should not be allowed
will be given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said
claimant, and to offer evidence in
rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
cross-fxamln-

I

Marvin Hat w?ll bo matched to
meet George Gardner before the
Chelsea. Mass., A. C. the latter part
of this month.
Eastern siioi-tinmen still have considerable
confi
dence in Hart, despite the poor showing he made against Tommy Burns.

T.

Beer

sterilized.

This is why some of the large brewers use Corn

00000
which are

it costs less.

We use those materials
recognized in the science of
brewing as the essential elements for a really healthful, palatable, honest
and superior beer ; and of these only the very best, regardless of cost.
Not a grain of corn ever enters our brewery in any manner or for
any purpose.
Our precautions for pure, clean and perfectly sterilized beer are
,
unequaled.

00000

Our storing capacity of 600,000 barrels, exceeding that of any two
other breweries in the world, enables us to lager (agej our beer from four
to five months.

For these reasons
'

..vudU
s.

9

V,

The King of All Beers

Tv vv

must and does command a higher price than any other beer, and has a
greater sale than all other bottled beers.
XT

Anheuser-Busc-

h

rf

(Small Holdlug Claim No. (48.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
March 5, 1906.
Notice g hereby glvn that the following-named
claimant has filed ne-tlof his Intention to make final-prooin support of his claim tinder
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1R91 (26 State.. 854). mn
amended by the act of February
(27 Stata. 47o), and that said
proof will be made before, the U. 8.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on 'April 14, 10C, vli: Pilar
Vigil, for the Lot 1, 80c. 25, T. 7 N,
R. 2 E., and in Sec. 30. T 7 N., R, 3
E.. lot 2. Sees. 25 and 26. T. 7 N., R.
2 E.. and Tract A In lot 8, In Sec. 85,
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Tract B, lot 3.
Sec. 35, T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 2,

above-mention-

Philadelphia,
March 14 P.attling
Nelson has gone into active training
for his coming battle with Terry McGovern, which takes place In this city
tonight.
Nelson ig giving
himself a good workout. The stories
about McGovern's great, condition
have made an Impression on tho Dane,!
and he will work as hard for this fightj
as he did for the
affair. Nelson has barred the public from his'
training quarters. His sparring part"-- '
ners are "Kid" Abelf, of Chicago, and!
Eddie Kelly, the Buffalo newsbov. He"
is located at. the Rosedale Inn, at Es- -

Not
'OST beer, no matter by whom brewed, is clean, pure and

EOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

Altm-querqu-

;r

"water cate." nt which
distinguished visitors to the. city may
be landed and met by the proper authorities. Just Inside this gate a
whole brigade of troops may be
massed If the city or state froons de
sires to pay military honors to forthree eign visitors.

it.

tvew

oe

CONDITION

O

Barney Schreiber has won $28,000
thus far this season on the Pacific
coast, his stable containing the best
s
two and
on the coast.
Johnny Kling and Kid Nichols offered George Tebean $22,000 for his
Kansas City franchise in the American association, but he held out for

Pitcher John Hickey has come into
the fold at last, and will play with
the Milwaukee team next season. He
strengthen
the
should materially
Brewers.

CITIZKN.

would

(m

Pitcher 8canlan Is the latest source
of trouble for th Brooklyn management. He Is holding out for more
money, the sassy thing.

wo-thre-

t: V K X 1 Xd

HOW JIMMIE BRITT KEEPS IN

O

the fans are already talking of a one- team, which would be good
enough for any town.

1- -

bout started

y

Neil-Teuu-

that no more fights

Vvfcnld

i

IQV,

Brewing Ass'n

St. Louis U.S.A.
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''It Is the same on all goods manufactured by Independent plants, but
Omaha can get them as Cheap as we
can got the trust article. This enables
Omaha to undersell us.
"We are almost afraid to go Jnto

AS TO "LIDS," HERE IS

WEDNESDAY. MARCH

the open and kick on the railroads
for fear that they will increase the
rate
and put us out of business.
Therefore, we are Jogging along as
best we can, humbly obeying the dictates of the great octopus."

BCONO M Y

.w.av

NOTHING AT ALL DOING ON
UN DAY
PAY
FINES EVERY
MONDAY MORNING
ARRESTING

--

i'

vir r,,'

MOST ANYTHING

MX

1906.

W AY

CALIFORNIA

THE TIGHTEST EVER
ANCIENT AND FIERCE BLUE LAWS
ENFORCED AT UNIONTOWN, PA.

14.

EBB
24111!

You do not sacrifice com'

fort for economy when you
go in a Santa Fe Tourist

The price of window glass is to be gulsh between a cow and a Jackass,
raised again. Blame the vegetarians, me to convict us of Improprieties.
Well lei ii go at mat. we do not
has been arrest v.ura a continental whether he can
A Chicago banker
cd on a charge of violating banking tell n Jackass from a guinea pig or
ALL THE WAY
not. Hlnton (W. Va.) Herald.
laws.
gone
lias
broke.
who
One
"Help! Henry! Help!" cried the
The feeling for James Hazcn Hyde loving mother. "Willie's poisoned!"
"What has he eaten?" asked the
Is entirely favorable, says a Paris
A
$25.00 FOR
COLONIST TICKET, ALBUAny time Iarls gets angry at frightened father.
"He didn't eat he drank a bottle
Ask Santa Fe Agent
QUERQUE TO CALIFORNIA. DAILY,
a man who ha $4,000,000.
of ink!
Think of some antidote!
FEBRUARY 15 to APRIL 7.
at Albuquerque
It Is pretty well settled that John Quick, Henry."
"Oh,
yachting.
give
piece
blotting
been
him
has
Hockefeller
a
of
I.
tor tourist
Slight extra charge for berth, Seat in chair car
Alns, John cannot keep away from paper."
sleeper booklet
water, even when ho leaves Wall
free.
"Oh, I must be going right away.
street.
Ooodby."
DUSTLESS ROADBED HARVEY MEALS
"The women all over tho city take
"Can't you stay any longer?"
"No; I'm sorry, but I think I shall
a great deal of interest In putting on
linve an engagement this evening."
the lid."
"
"Yes, they love to spend ft few
"You think
"Yes; Harold said he would call at
minutes In front of a mirror."
8, and I'm almost certain he intends
Mark Twain Is trying to find out to propose."
you
what a gentleman is. Possibly
tlvdiJon.
"I heard George say something to
don't know it, but Mark has been
spending moat of his time in. New you last night and you told him he
The Strenuous District Attorney, the
almost took the words out of your
York and Europe in recent years.
Justice Who Is In Clover, and the
mouth," said the fond mother.
A
Punxsutawney,
Pa.,
woman
drank
Man Who Pays a Fne Every Mon-da"I llleve I did say something like
was
caustic potash because her hair
Morning.
that to him," admitted the handsome
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Loula, Chicago,
turning gray. It would have been daughter.
and every offense" on the same day.
womanly had she tried
more
much
and all points North and East by the
my
hope,
your
dear,
"I
tnat
remark
Boulos has appealed to the higher
was only a figure of Bpeech."
of Hudson, and he Is practically fight- the potash on her hair.
courts.
Nearly every keeper of a drug store ing the battle alone. Efforts to have
Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish appeared at
Studying for a moment, the song
or. confectionery store has been fined church societies and the V. C. T. U. the opera in New York the other writer scratched
out the line, "These
Indorse the movement have faited.
at least once.
rlight, wealing her 1125,000 tiara words then he did say," and substi
The popular sentiment here is that There now! Let the nasty insurance titled,
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
Justice Clifford is Hudson's lieu"And to her then he said."
tenant In the enforcement of the Sun- the sale of tobacco, candy, fruit, milk, men take that!
daily, carrying standard and tcjrist sleepers, observation dintrains
After
out
study
further
scratched
he
day laws. He has employed a small ice cream, etc., does not interfere wltn
cars,
tnat
chair cars and coaches. For ar.y trip, anywhere, any time
ing
line.
army of detectives who go round on the proper observance of Sunday.
New York's new police commission
"This may not prove to be a populai
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
Sunday watching the stores and shops. This position is strengthened by a er swears. Of course, it s naughty, song, ' he muttered
to himself, "but
Finding that con bills were lighter recent decision of Judge John D. 8ha but New York's police department I m
determined it shall be novel."
preferred tolfer in Pittsburg to tne effect that must be enough to make any man
becauso storekeepers
drop around to his office every Mon-- J tobacco Is now universally regarded swear.
For full particulars see any agent, or address
"You swear he has a good reputaday morning and pay a fine, Clifford las a necessity.
tion and is a man of good character?"
B'GOSHI
ONLY.
FOR
SWELLS
went to towns miles away and got out
Sunday is almost a day of terror
asked the lawyer.
V.
The Pedro club has decided to make
warrants. Merchants now have agents in ihe erstwhile quiet towu. The
"I do," replied the witness.
Its dance tonight a nuier one. Rough
every Justice's office in the elgn element Insist upon buying
Gen. Pass. Agent.
"I-General Agent.
me see, wasn't he a candidate
When an Information is made baccj and fruit and drinks. They con- - necks please take notice. Kelton for United States senator several
PASO,
EL
TEXAS.
(Wyo.)
Gazette.
away
they slip
and reach the office gregate .In large numbers alout the
years ago?"
before a constable serves a warrant stores of their countrymen to help
"He was," the witness answered
of
one
from
"Miss
Elderton
conies
on them, thereby avoiding the heavy, ward off the minions of the law. Large
city, I be and he added triumphantly, "but he
in
this
families
the
oldest
.
costs.
delegations of them have appeared be
was defeated."
Only a small portion of the church fore Hudson's home, hooting and yell lieve?"
If her family is living yet
"Well,
'
people are supporting the movement Ing and making threats.
"Now, loJk here," tho stern lawyer
you can bet it's one of the oldest.
in tne bankruptcy court thundered
you mean to tell this court that
Some shoe man says the vegetar "do
you can't pay those bills?"
ians have caused the shortage in hides
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE. GATEWAY.
and are to blame for the high price Ing"That's Just exactly what I'm tell
the court," replied the witness.
of lenther. lA't's blame the meat eat
passenger
Fast
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parti
"And yet you keep an automobile.'
era for the high price of meat
of the World.
"You don't expect me to keen an
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Fiaso & Southwestern,
automobile and pay those, bills, too,
YE EDITOR'S SECRET.
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
will
you
ao
pup
7
and
a
you
red
lost
have
If
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, To;ieka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
pay for this notice, we will tell you
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
"Why
I
(Mo.)
can't
have
tho
bridal
suite?"
Jackson,
him.
where to find
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
asked tho Pittsburg millionaire. "I've
Herald.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railgot the money."
demonstration of the power of the
way, via Torrance, N. M.
HON. EDWIN DENBY.
"I'm very sorry," replied the clerk,
At a conference on blindness in
merchant guilds. It. may be surmised
Your bislnesa respectfully solicited.
tliat officials, past and present, and Rome, it was announced that there "but according to the rules of this
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
even the Chinese government itself, were 215.585 blind persons in me hotel, tho bridal suite la Just what its
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Ugr.
have connived at this unfriendly act. world. This number does not include name implies. When you come along
0
nn a uriae you may have it."
FRANK DIDERT Asst. Secy, and Treas.
but ns yet proofs are lacking. It Is the police of Chicago.
"No
'
bride,
no
that,
LYNG,
certain
suite?"
J. P.
the Chinese merchants of
A. I GRIMSHAW,
'Exactly so. Our rule Is, 'Suites to
"No use trying to get any money
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
San Francisco were at least aware of
Traveling Frt. and Pass. AgL 0
you
can't
know,
You
him.
tne
sweet.
out
of
the intended movement, predicted it.
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
"
and gave encouragement. I shall not snueeze blood out of a turnip.' squeeze
"Yep,"
possible
to
said
man
the
from
"Why
old
.not.
It's
the
readily believe it was in the Interest
nomc town, "we ve progressed a good
of the coolie. Whether the purpose sugar out of a beet.
ueai since you left.....
was only to secure less rigorous con11
one
"Yes, sir; Senator Bloughem is
uma Jio near it, said the man
ditions of entry into the country for
of
Bhlnlng lights
bright
and
who
of
had lived there years ago. "It's
the
tho admitted classes or a general rea tine little village."
laxing of the policy of exclusion, only our country."
"Oh, we're gettln' real city like now,
"That's right a sort of a head
time will show. The Ju Foy decision
regular metropolitan In some ways.
may be only a coincidence, but it light."
You know we built a street car line
certainly stiffens the exclusion law.
"I hope you appreciate the fact that rour years ago?"
how
f
the world does not know
In my opinion It
would be both
"Yes, I remember."
weak and hurtful to yield to a de- the other half lives."
"We've got straps in the cars now.'
sub"Oh, slush! Why doesn't it
mand from China to modify our polT
find
AN AUTHORITY ON CHINA.
"Ah, we may well feel proud of our
icy under pressure of the boycott. scribe f r the magazines and
ancestors,
Any concession, intended as it would out?"
declared the patriotic
The author of the accompany- 4 be, in the most liberal and friendly
American, "iney were sturdy and
great
a
aroused
book
Ing article on the Chinese boy- has
"Your new
rugged men. Iook at ihe
spirit, and because of the feeling that
among women."
cott, Hon. Edwin Denby, repre- think of their feats. Think how they
certain individual Chinese had been deal of interest
"I
the author.
"Yes," replied
if sentatlve in congress from Deharshly dealt with here, would be accrossed
tne continent in wagons and
hero
troit.'is the son of former Minis- 4 cepted by China as nn evidence of brought it to a close after the
on horseback. I tell you. but it was a
of
ter Denby, who represented the
tning mat called for uerve."
weakness and a truckling acqnlescenc' proposed to the heroine, instead
United States In China f Jr many '4 In their demands. It would be fol- having them happily married."
"Humph," grunted the man who was
years. Mr. Denby lived in the 4 lowed by other and more extravagant
bored by enthusiasm.
Shortest and quickest lint fram
"I don't see
arouse
something
you
to
do
"Can't
celestial triplre and was for 4 demands.
I
Jiie Interest of the men in the choir?" anything in that to brag about.
Santa Fa to Denver, Puebl and Colo4 Borae time In the Chinese ctwoms 4
rosHed the continent four times in a
rado Springs, and all Colorado aolnta.
It is urged that our treatment of aslierl the minister.
4 service, lie is probably the best 4
'
"Yes," said the leader. "I could put ueeping car.
authority in Washington on the 4 the Chinese has sometimes been
Connection at Donvar and Pueblo with
women
"Have you had any experience?'
ti subject of China.
0 harsh, in the extreme, galling to their a widow in it, but then all the
all lines sast and west Tlmo a quick
isked the landlord.
4 4 4 4 i
'( Y ? K ? 1 pride, wounding to their sensibilities. would lose Interest."
and ratea aa low as by other llnsa.
Two cases are always marshalled in
"No,"
replied
haH
man
the
nn
who
A Virginian who eloped with a girl
charge;
support
case
the
of
the
of
the
ailed
by
for
position
supreme
our
the
dered
of Janitor in the
court, which
of his native town blew out the gas In
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
apartment nouse.
cut off the habeas corpus loop hole un- King family, subjected to indignities Washington
the ceremony wat Jig"Have
lefore
in
miliCARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
of
Boston,
case
the
tho
and
you
ever
der which so many Chinamen manany kind of
done
well,
performed.
ministers
as
Oh,
the
aged to become residents, despite the tary attack in the west. They are used to tell us, we may not know it work that would be a recommenda
CARS.
frayed with much use in speeches,
7
exclusion law.
at the time, but everything Is for the tion
unmagazine
were
articles,
Both
etc.
"Yes,
I
on an through trains. No Mr some
was in the fire department
The boycott went into effect even
best.
for ten years, and established a fine
before news of this decision reached forgivable and we can have no plea
delays at any station.
any
but
guilty
ether
and
these
for
China.
The chief articles of export
"Richard Mansfield was about tc record as a fire fighter."
Inmay
Instances
have
similar
that
Knowing well the possibility of a
affected are oil, sewing machines, cotprostnt ".luliiiB Caesar" in Spring
For Illustrated advertising
matter
oal strike and an advance in prices
ton goods, tobacco, condensed milk curred, but tbey were Isolated, not field. O., and the great actor was un
or Information, address or apply Io
typical.
ihe landlord hired him on the spot.
and canned goods. All of these are,
usually nervous.
It should be noted, in sharp compe"No doubt the critics will deal
Whatever or truth there may be in
tition with similar products of other tho general charge, it is certain that harshly with the production," he said.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Dearer, Colo.
nations. Certain other articles of for every case in which a Chinaman "I cannot hope to equal any of the
nature show no de- has been maltreated on trying to en- local mob scenes."
A. S. BARNEY,
P. A., Saata Fe, New Mex.
crease.
ter this country, many scores of
"And, gentlemen," thundered the
The origin of The boycott Is. not cases might be adduced in which a
clearly determined, nor is its pur- Chinaman has sought by fraud to shipper who was addressing the Unitpose quite clear. We only know that evade our laws and wrongfully to en- ed States senate committee, "who
pays the freight?"
it exists and that it is a remarkable ter our territory.
Public
"Why, the railroads, of course," re J. H. O'Rislly A Co. Make
RAILROADTkME TABLE
Formula of
plied one of the great senators who
the Guaranteed
did not realize that the question could
Cure for Stomach Troubles.
(In efTect Novemloer 12, 1905.)
be other than a Blang Inquiry.
TO
Eastboi md.
H. O'Rielly & Co., very anxious ...SANTA
No. 2, Atlantic Kpr ess, arrives 7:65
ANOTHER
PRESERVING SEASON to J.have
a.
111., departs 8:25 a. m.
remedy
a
they
which
IN OHIO.
sell under a guarantee as a cure for
No. 4, Chicago Limit ed. arrives 11: 69
Mrs. o c. Flnefrock is having ice stomach troubles, tested rigidly
In Effective December
departs 12:1 B a. m.
J0fX905 No.P. 8,m.,Chicago
put ui) this week. It averages six every case of heartburn, acute dys
&
Kansas City Express, arrives 6:41 j p. m., departs
Inches in thickness, and the quality pepsia, wind on the stomach, loss ol Eastbound.
Westbound.
p.
7:45
appetite,
m.
annoying
Is uniformly
dreams, sleepless
good. t arrollton (O.)
N
ntss, general weakness and debility,
Republican.
No. 426.
at Mail, arrives
r'.r10' CMcaso
Stations.
No. 425.
or where the vital powers need res
v.uu tt. ui., departs 7:30 a. m.
NEXT1
oration, and the digestive organs do 3:00 a ra
Westba jnd.
Pueblo
11:05 p m
W t ! Colyer have opened up a not act as they should.
No. 1, California Ex. ress, arrives 7:36
4 35 a in
Colo. Springs
p
m
9:40
grocery store and barber shop at
Is composed of Bismuth,
V. ni., departs
7:30 a
. p. m.
Ar. Denver Lv.
7:00 p m
rnese
gentlemen
are subgallate, by all odds the very best 12:51 p m
rruriatni.
m
Bapanola
arrives
1:26 p m iim3, Ca"forni
young, iimliltious men, and deserve medicine known fir Intestinal
dis 11:00 a m Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 p nj 11:10 a. tu., departs 1 Limited,
1:20 a. m.
tile
of the public. They pay eases.
No.
7,
p
Mexico
3:U0 in
& ct lifornla Express,
Barranca
11:36 p m
the highest market prices for butter
With this is combined cerium ox
arrives m:
4:02 p m
p.
Servilleta
10:29 p m
,.( depart3 11:69.
and eges. Jackson (Mo.) Herald.
aiate, a standard remedy In the treat 4:32 p m
No.
J,
Fast Mail, an Ives 11:35 p. m.
Tres Piedras
10:00p m
men of all irritation of tho stom
C:43 p m
Antouito
"I'm iiilf? t3 organize a dress re- ach
8:10pm
Southbs jnd.
and digestive organs.
8:30pm
form league."
Alamosa
6:40am No- 9. Mexico Exprs s, departs 12:15
Sodium
bicarbonate
added
is
then
2:11 pm
"Wha-'Embudo
p. hi.
12:26 pm
the use? Women will dress to overcome the excessive acidity usas they please.
Local freight triAi , No. 99, aouth-bounThey won't pay a ually present In stomach troubles, anil
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner,
lilt of a'vntion to yon."
departs m. 5 a. m., and carnux vomica for its general tonic and where good meals are
"But I'm not going to organize that
served.
ries passengers.
powers.
kind. I'm going to start mine among
Connections.
A large box of MIona tablets is sold
Arrives From
South.
college liujs."
At Antonlto, for Durango, Sllvertoi No. 10, Mexico tvpw ;sa,
for fifty cents by J. H. O'Rielly &
arrives 8:60
and
Intermediate
point.
a.
Co.,
guarantee
an
absolute
of
with
in.
Secret.
Shaw has issued a stateAt
Alamosa,
I'm-blfor
No.
Denver,
10
curing,
money
refunded.
or
makes ul lex al stops east of
ment shying the per capita wealth
and
Intermediate points, via either the
o
Albuaueraue.
of ihe l'ned states Io be 131.73. But
gauge
1
standard
No.
I.
via
line
a
v..t
runs direct to Los Angeles.
us me ev:latt. was made on figures
The list of entries for the interna or the narrow gauge
if a luetury fartbir aht. not in t.m cm firm, i,as
No. 7 runs direut
via
worked iuctssantly for
San Franclaeo.
tiiixi, au h io n il goi.,i8 in Fremont, year m an t.ffor, to secure better presented u.fore John I). Rockefeller tional billiard tourney at New York lug the entire trip in Hli.. inak,)
3
runs direct
Los Angeles anl
began
flight
his money in a thus far Includes Ue.irge F. SIokkiiiii, passing through the FAMOlM
it iiiii-- t pay the (jtnaiia rale and tbeu rat.-on certain classes of goods, but trip ar.Mii.,1
Franetsro.
nfiVAi
the country it's probable Jacob Shaefer, Oeorge F. Sutton. Wil- GORGE. Also for a.l
the I.cul from Oinana to Fremont, jwlth ut success.
u, All trains dally.
i.oii.u
we all o;.'!,t io have at least
31 71 liam F. Hopue and IaiuIs Cure, tubers
In coal rates, Kremout
."hi
Creeda
branch.
i
,
navs It.
T. F. 1VJRDY. Agent.
i,h.. ji i.w, i.r
for Blloxl. now.
exptcted to enter are Ora Morning-stara ton hoin the Rock Snrinus. Wv
Miss., canned oysters because tnt-A. S. HARNEY,
Traveling rVeUM
Albert O. Cutler and Harry Cline
mines, while Omaha gts u sliding ar, utter,
nd Passenger Agent.
purer goods, but I can't NOT AN EXPERT DISTINGUISHED f Philadelphia.
Anyway, here's "hoping Anna
CouM
rate of from f i r. i to n.a'i a
Our
huuille them ou account of rate
Editor Graham, having
S. K. HOOPER. O. P. A ,
.vi r.,.
.iu
newr so to the
H. May, of a wholesale gro
confess, .J tu telng unable to dlstln- Try a Cltlien want ad.
Denver. Colo.
lectu. . platform.

Pullman.

TRAIN CREWS A STRENUOUS
DISTRICT ATTORNEY.
14. Sunday
March
Vnlontown.
in this town Is a day of rest and a
day of arrest.
The ancient blue laws which few
knew were on the statute books arc
being enforced to the letter. It is
a case of a new, young and ambitious
district attorney, Thomas H. Hudson
who says that if the laws are
antiquated they should be repealed,
but until they are he will enforce
them.
Fayette county is in a turmoil as a
result. Every Monday morning scores
of arrests are made, hundreds of dollars in fines are collected, and the
Justices of ihe peace and constables
are In clover.
The latest move Is the arrest of
nineteen employes of the B. & O. railroad for operating trains on Sunday.
Some of the aggrieved storekeepers
secured the warrants as a slap at
District Attorney Hudson, who is also
attorney for the B. & O.
The railroad company paid the fines
and Hudson keeps up his crusade.
Some druggists and storekeepers
are now keeping locked doors. The
druggists say they won't sell even &
bottle of soothing syrup if all the
babies in Fayett county are shrieking
with colic.
This town la In the heart of the
Connellsvllle coke region, where a
large pari of the population Is foreign
and sabbath observance therefore is
very alack.
Charles Boulos. an Italian merchant,
has refused to close on Sunday. It
has cost him1 at the rate of $100 a
Sunday for the past month to keep
bis place of business open on Sunday.
Hudson has now tried a new move
to Increase his expense of keeping
open. Last Monday when Boulos made
his customary trip to Justice Clifford a
office, he found that there were four
Informations against him find three
against his clerk. This was for'each
to-wi-
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CONCEDE NOTHING TO CHINESE,

WRITES DENBY, WHO KNOWS
MEMBER OF CONGRE8S FROM
.

DE-

TROIT, WHO WAS FORMER CHI.
NESE OFFICIAL, 8AYS IT WOULD
BE
HURTFUL-CHI- NA
WEAK AND
WOULD PRESUME ON 1T
TELLS ABOUT THE GREAT
BOYCOTT.

WRITTEN BY HON. EDWIN DENBY,
Member of Congress from Detroit;
former resident of China; former
official of the Chinese government.
Affairs In China are attracting the
earnest and almost fearful attention
of the world. Not since 1900 lias eo
serious

that

a condition seemed to exist

in

empire as prevails
today. The situation Is undoubtedly
viewed with keen anxiety by our government. Trade has already suffered
severely, but I believe that the lives
of our American citizens are in ho
.
present danger.
The boycott of the American goods,
as an outward sign of a hostile disposition, is worthy of the most profound study. The weapon employed
is consonant with the theories and
traditions of Confucian society. It is,
or may become, almost as disastrous
to our trade as open hostilities, yet
it Is not war. The Chinese philoso-pherhate and condemn tho spirit of
warfare, but with consummate cunning
weapon
they employ the keen-edgeof peace.
The boycott as a method of public
protest is centuries old in China. The
Amercan boycott began in Shanghai
Two large meetOn May 12, 1905.
ings were held and it was declared
that if the United States should de
maud that China sign a new exclusion treaty a, boycott of American
goods would follow. Almost immediately similar statements were made
In Hangchow, Foochow, Neuchwang,
Singapore' (Straits Settlement), Bang
kok, Chefoo and Chinkiang, proving
the movement to have been precon
certed. No such demand was made
by our government, and on May 8
the famous Ju Foy decision was ren
storm-tosse-

d

e

d

JOCKEYING

ooooooooo
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Fremont, Neb., March H. This city
has felt discrimination In railroad
rates in all classes of business. The
effect has been varied, but it has
soemlngly been most pointed as between trust made goods and the products of independent nianufatorUs.
Should this peculiarity be found a universal feature, it would indicate a
conspiracy of overowrlng magnitude one that would pale the existence of the past oppressive methods
of combined opulence.
For instance, a car of canned oysters from a trust packing house in
Baltimore is shipped through from
that city to Fremont at exactly t'iie
same rate Omaha pays for the same
shipment, but on a car of canned
oysters from an Independent cannery
at Btloxi, Miss., the full rate to Omaha
Is charged and then the local rate to
Fremont must be paid the railroads,
claiming that ihey have no through
rate from Blloxl to Fremont.
Take a car of soap from one of the
big Cincinnati factories in me trust.
Fremont gets the Omaha rate, but

A
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THE RATES

FACT8 AND FIGURES FROM THE
WE8T SHOW HOW THE INDE
PENDENT MANUFACTURER IS
OPPRESSED BY THE RAILROADS
LOOKS LIKE A GIGANTIC CONSPIRACY.
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WE ANTICIPATED
YOUR WANTS
-
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in buying our 1906 stock of Re- and now have on dit- a
beau.iful line of the celeplay
Refrigerator.
brated BALDWIN
Come early and get your pick and
if we can't suit you from stocfc we
will get your order In with our

"How did you find things In your
visit, to that South American repub-

lic?"
"Kverythins :nrn"d upside down."
"Revolution?"
"No, I snid everything was turned
upMdo down naif a revolution."
HE CUT A CORNER IN HIS

second shipment.
D. EMMONS.

Both Phones

Cor. Coal and Second

Sole Agen:s

for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

Mm. Oldington spends a great deal
"f her time wtt'u her mirror in her
hand."
"No doubt she believe in huhliiiR it
ii) to art."
INCURABLE,

Our hifrh school
demic of corduroy
(O.) Journal.
TO

THiS CHANCE

SE-

SADDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
Wc are offering gome very s pedal prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to got out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

Williams, the Santa Fe Central roadmaster, with headquarters
at EJtstancia, was at Santa Fe on business.
L--.

M.

James Carroll, the coast lines' travd
eling engineer, who was at the
hot springs In southern New
Mexico for rheumatism, and a sliuht
attack of Bright's disease, has returned to the city, and reports himself considerably improved in Viealth.
The Santa Fe has recently ,iaeed in
service on its western lincs a large
number of new smoking cars which
are a decided improvement over the
dinpy and uncomfortable old cars formerly in service. The new cars are
twenty double seats long and equipped with cane sanitary upholstered
Fay-woo-

epi-

SPRING SNAKE STORIES.
Hazen, Ky., March 14. Gale Bliss,
a farmer, living about a mile from
town, reports a strange courtsiiip jn
which a hen and a garter snake are
the principals. The snake came out
of his winter sleep three or four
weeks ago and took up quarters in
the poultry yard. Af:er It had hung
around there several days a cold snap
came, and "Gale supposed the snake
perished. He was much surprised to
se it the next warm day. He noticed
the chickens were not afraid of the
snake, and that one old Plymouth
Rock hen and the reptile were always
together.
He decided to watch the
two, and his patience was rewarded
at last. The snake would coil itself
up in a nest when the weather was
chilly and the hen would cover it as
carefully as if it were a setting of
eggs. Gale has h&cLseveral offers for
the hen and snake from vaudeville
managers, but does not care about
selling.
SOME

BRIDLES

NOTES

an

Garret

spirit of malice, and with no
desire to arouse your prejudice, but
merely as a matter of public interest,
we desire to call attention to the fact
that the life Insurance president in
dicted in New York the other day
wears side whiskers.

HARNESS

RAILROAD

pants.

In no

BARGAINS IN

CURE

TOO.

l,ys have

on two or

three occasions trains had
stopped to let him off, and that his
friends had previously warned him
against the danger. He was feeble
and old, and of course slow of step,
otherwise he could have made the end
of the bridge from where he was
killed in plenty of time to haTe saved
his life. He probably thought, as
trains had stopped for him on one
or two occasions, there was no further
danger, undoubtedly not taking into
consideration the great danger on account of the yards being filled with
cars almost up to the bridge, thus
obstructing the view of an engineer
on a south bound train until he was
almost at the bridge.
Whatever course, if any. the Kansas
City attorneys are going to pursue, in
behalf of their clients, the Stoc kman
is unable to state.

KVKN I X

K

CITIZEN.

J

Monticello, Fla.. March H. Rattlesnakes were never so thick as they
have been this spring. Several orange
groves have been badly damaged by
them, the snakes climbing the trees
to eat the tender buds.
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SPORTING...
...BREVITIES

Most Anything

frlgerators;

J.

LHl'QIT KKQU

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kinds of Fresh

and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
In Washington the fans will be sat- Masonic EMIL KLFINWORT.
Building, Mortn Third Street.
isfied If the team finishes filth or
sixth. Blessed are they who want but
little.
PAiNTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
If Sunday baseball is discontinued
BRUSHES.
in Toledo, as now seems probable. It
Leather. Harness, Saddles, Lap
will cost the Mudheus $10,000 for the Robes,
lorss Blankets, Etc.
season, according to Toledo figures.
Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leak. Cash paid for Hides and
Charles Farrel, after 18 years' ser- Pelts.
vice on the diamond, has decided to K)9 WE8T
RAILROAD
AVENUE
quit the game mid will engage in the
Established In 1882
He
hotel business near New York.
was one of the greatest catchers ever
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
identified with the National league.
.las. Heekln ft. Co.'s Coffees, Im
O
poor
Ka.zi, the Turk, made such a
boden's Granite Flour.
showing in his wrestling match with
Geo. Bothener, the American lightweight champion, that he quit in the
first fall nt New York the other night.
Bothener completely outclassed the HHUboro creamery
Butter Best on
Turk.
Earth.
If Rube Wacldel ever jumps to the Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
outlaws again he will have to play
214 South Beeonct Street- with the Harrisburg team, as that
club has his name on its reserve list,
estate-nota- ry
and the outlaws are as close stickers'
insurance;
for their own rights as the members!
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
of organized baseball.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
O
The heavy silence that Is pursuing
one Edward Whddell this year is one
A. D.
of the refreshing signs of an early
spring.
Waddell's monkey shines
reached the limit of endurance before;
the world's series and the fans grew
pretty weary of his continued haunting of the news, columns.

Thos.

r.

Wholesale Grocers

Kcteher

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Tal-mett-

r. C.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY

PRATT &'CO.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

&,

CO., INC.

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. Wo lave added to our ab
ready well equipped lanndery a machine with which we can
handle
woolens without shrinking. When .we are through with tbem they
are Just like new. if other laundries shrink theTn, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

D. A. SLEYSTER

'Red Wagons"
BACK OF P. O.

real

JOHNSON

Umpire Sheridan voices n protest
because the rules con 'nit tee did n,ot.
make changes that wo tid tiring about
more hitting. He ays
tans are
growing weary of payir.s t'fi see two
games. Prolmbly Mr.
and three-hi-t
Sheridan has not looked over the atSamncnn tuinfi
tendance records for last season. He
w.nw iimiisi laricrit. Dumns
may be surprised to know that last and supplies and horse power pump- season was one of the best In the his- ing outfits.
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
tory of the game.
A Lively Tussle.
with that obi enemy of the race, constipation, often ends in appendicitis.
To avoid all serious trouble with stomach, liver and bowels, take Dr. King's
New "Life Pills. They perfectly regulate these organs, without pain or
discomfort. 25c at all drug stores.
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BUYING

a

DAYS

0

EASY TERMS
&

y

n d

LOW PRICES A
intend buying a vehicle to enjoy the 'summer months? If you dOft,'
dont pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle we
have many go;d styles within the range of modest incomes. Tod Bue-.
L. ,i
0
ties. Runabouts. Stanhones. Knrrev. nrf
rin
i tm i stay away because you are not rich.
Come and see us
Do you

T

I

Albuquerque Carriage Col
rirmt
111 11

I

Fi'V.

THESE ARE

I IJBra

MOMO.

A

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
1

General Betiding Supplies
Gates Mills. O.. March 14 lake
Painter is the only man in the village If jour neighborhood Is
story
who believes the Cincinnati
about a snake attaining the rubber
Both Phones
tube cf Jeff Putnam's library lamp.
Third and Marquette
TOUR EUROPE FREE
He says that, while he was hunting
rabbits in Virginia two years ago a
THE COURIER-JOURNATO TAKE snake attacked a string of sausage in
PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
furniture.
Jusi received two carloads of fine
for
why
not
front of a grocery store. It was not
your
NINETEEN
YOUNG
WOMEN
Krep nrn and njoj the cold
For the first time in their history
asphyxiated,
dan
hi
however.
KoariBB
perlocHKUai,
ABROAD AS ITS GUESTS.
Carriages, Buggies,
Runabouts
.
friends BACK EAST?
the western roals are maintaining the
tariff of pa.ssenger rates on file with
man
young
tha;
did
"What
.time
Frost King
The Courier-JournIs conducting
The
and Phaeton.
the interer.atfr commerce commission a popularity
her father asked.
contest that eclipses any- leave last night?"
Or Frost Queen
ticket even can be
and not a half-ratreplied
her
o'clock,'
"About
thing
of
ever
promoted
in
kind
tne
enChamois Vest
bv anyone not legitimately
had
stand at the door
that section. Briefly, the Courier mother. "He didn't
fa' of chnmoia, reinforced
titled to" It. The "Stubbs information Journal
more than ten minutes, either."
seven-week- s'
proposes
a
on
to
take
with flunnel litfUt, aoftaad com.
committee," better known among rail"1 guess they're engaged, all right,"
fortabto.
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BOTH 'PHONES
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to take something.
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TRAMP, CONVERTED, WANTS TO
RIDES
TAKEN ON
FOR
PAY
BUMPERS.
A dispatch from Indianapolis says:
Being converted, as he says, a tramp
in Denver writes to C. C. Clark, general agent of the passenger departv
,t
ment of the. Big Four railroad, that
bo wishes to pay for rides he stole on
the bumpers of freight cars. He asks
Ur. Clark to advice him OMicernins
i.'ie lict rates that can be given him.
His lent r is as follows:
"I rode m freight trains from
to S:. Louis three times, 1.
Marion to Indianapolis three times,
Indianapolis to Marion three times,
Cut-o- ff
Alexander to Tipton one time, Vrbana
to liiilianapolis tw times. lndianap-olto I'rl.ana two times. Danville to
is 31 miles
N. M.,
Indianapolis two times, Danville to
of
Main Line of
from Chicago,
two times. I am conVre di
City,
to
Francisco, Los Angeles, El
Old Mexico
verted now and want to make things
right as soon as I can. Give me best
rates."
Mr. t'lark rays he will have to ask
tho writer to pay regular passenger
rates. He is making out an itemized
Of 1,000 business and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
statement to lie sent to the repentant
Btrte'.s, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and puhllo park and grand old shade trees; public school bouse, costing $16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large winery;
one.
three aotals.
renaurants. etc. Belea Is the largest shipping j oint for wool, flour, whent, wine, beans aud hay in Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated.
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

3s.es

ot Tho Atchison, Topeko

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction
Kansas
Galveston and points east

&

Santa Fe Railway

the Santa Fe system leading east and west
Paso and

the

San

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
70-fo-

b

DEATH OF B. D. BARNES.
In behalf of the children of the
late B. D. Barnes, of Springer, who
was killed on the Cimarron railroad
bridge, here, a few weeks ago. two
daughters, a Kansas City law firm is
looking up the cause of the death

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by rult'vation)
coal and wood yard, drug store, harnett tbop. etc, etc. Also a
s
modern hotel.

grairl

We ueecl a

flrrt-clas-

s

bsiery, tailor

shop, shoe bouse, jeweler, plumbing shoe. Biasing mill.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

rail-loa-

company, says the Stockman.
They have mad.- inquiry as to the
speed of the train and whether it was
running contrary to the city ordiuance
governing the speed of trains through
the town limits, and were tuM that as
,the town was not iacoriKiruted, they
were not.
It has since been banud that Mr.
?bat
Haines was often on the

no sand or

THg MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST NORTH AND SOUTH.
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with the evident purpose of instituting d

a suit for damages against the

;
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M.BERGER,

JOHN BECKER, President
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Secretary
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today for the east In
the interests of the powder house she
represents.
Harry Johnson, a local
marksman, wade tho next best score,
20 out. of the 25 of the clay
,nal
spheres, despite the hUh
was blowing.
The new Korl.er building, lielng
erected on Norili Second street, between Copper and Tijeras avenue, is
rapidly approaching completion. The
wall structure for the first story baa
been completed and workmen an'
busily engaged In building up toe
walls of the second story. When completed it will be a credit to that portion of Second street and will make
and substantial store
a very hands-m- e
possible
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DAY AND WEATHER.

Our shoes must be good shoes, for
we give another pair for any that
prove otherwise. How could we do
the growing business we are doing
if we had to exchange new shoes for
second-hanones very often? Our
lies
safety
just where yours lies; in
goodness
of our Bnoes. So we
the
are careful about what we buy and
what we sell. .

j
'

been more or less cloudy
forenoon,
since about middle of
rather blustery and threatening rain.
Sun rise, 6:17; set, 6:05; sunlight, 11
hours and SI minutes long.
Moon
rise tonight at 10:40. This is the anniversary of the lynching of a number of Italians In New Orleans in 1891.

ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.

d

'

MEN'S PATENT COLT SHOE3 OR OXFOROS
MEN'S VICI KID OR BOX CALF SHOES
MEN'S COLT SKIN OR SATIN CALF SHOES
WOMEN'S PATENT KID SHOES OR OXFORDS
WOMEN'S VICI KID SHOES. OR OXFORDS
WOMEN'S STRAP SANDALS AND SLIPPERS
SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

SAUCES

to $4.00
to 3.50
to $230
to $4.00
to $3.50.
to $3.00
to $2.73

AND CONDIMENTS.

purchased at P. P. Trotter's
grocery store are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This ia because we al
ways procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are. re
liable and personally guarantee them

F. F. TROTTER
street

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

The

T.'Y. Maynard

Co.

Hickox-'Mayna- rd

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

Sooth Second Street

hitman's Candies
.The finest candy made, at any price;" absolutely nure:' always fresh.
healthy and wholesome. Cboo olates and
the purest of the
bon-bon-

pure.

IX H.

O'RIELLY CO.,

Druggists

.

-

-

Barnett Building

LUMBER

CEMENT
DOORS
GLASS

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

Albupuerque Lumber Co.
-

Albuquerque, N.

Eugene Murray of the Whltnty company Is spending a couple of days lu
San a Fe on a business mission for
his "employers.
Percy C. Burks, representing a paper
company of Douver, is In the city today with his samples.
There are windmill pumps In Albuquerque that give forth water whether the wind blows or not. That water
report raid nothing about them.
J. F. Masse, manager of the Gallup
EUectrlc LJght and Power corapViy,
returned home on the flyer this morning, after a visit to the city on business.
Work on the J. M. Moore Realty
company, city map Is progressing
steadily but It will be several months
yet before it will be ready for distribution.
Mrs. D. D. Coverdale, who, at present, Is recovering from an operation
for appendicitis at St. Joseph's hospital, expects to give her spring millinery opening about April 1st.
T. Y. Maynard, the watch inspector
of the Santa Fe coast lines, on the
division from Albuquerque to Wins-loreturned this morning from Gallup, where he "set" the watches of all
railroad employes at that place.
Walter Jaffa, who Is in the hospital
recovering from an operation for anIeadioitis, is .reported recovering rapidly and is expected to be able to be
down to the store within a couple of
weeks.
Miss Amelia Steller, who has been
at St. Joseph's hospital since February suffering from a weak heart, left
this morning for her home at Bureka.
S. D. The altitude was found to be
too high for her here.
Leopold I?ilx of Cubero arrived in
the city last niglit from the west. Mr.
Bibo, a brother of Simon Bibo, is engaged In the mercantile business in
Cubero, and states that all lines ot
business are prospering in that portion of New Mexico.
Mr. William D. Wbllders of New
Vork, accompanied by Mrs. Wuilders,
wore in the ctty yesterday seeing" the
sights. Mr. and Mrs. Whildors are en
tour of the southwest and after a few
days spent in the sunshine territory
will visit Old Mexico and California
points.
Col. R. E.'Twltrhell, who last year
managed the Las Vegas Blues, says
that the Meadow City will not go in
very hard for base .ail before the
middle of July, and then they will
have 'a winner. Vegas did things,
last year, no mistake, but as it was
the first time in several years', this
year's "diddirig" remains to be seen.
For do theft of a ring belonging
to an Albuquerque woman, stolen last
September and pawned toUO. Rosenfield, George Miller was arrested last
night at the depot by Constable James
Smith. The owner of the ring reple
vied it from the pawnbroker hence It
will 1m understood why Mr. Kosen
field swore out the warrant for Miller.
David
engineer;
McTague,
B.
Hishon. loir loader, and Ed McMillin,
teamster, all In the employ of the
Zuni mountain railway, came in from
Ketner this morning. Mr. McTague
will visit his family, near Bolen, for
Messrs.
about two weeks, while
Bishop and McMillin will see Albuquerque for a couple of days, and then
return to Ketner.
flgat. which
The
takes place in Philadelphia tonight, is
attracting wide attention iu sporting
circles.' Some of the local sports
have 'taken, enough. Interest in it to
arrange for telegraphic returns from
Tbe Clark pool room
tb- - ringside.
has arranged to get a report of tue
nsht by rounds.
Mrs Nellie Bennett, the champion
woman trip shooter of America, who
jvtiterday afternoon gave an exhibigun
tion of her prowess with the shot
a
by breaking 2t clay iilsens out of
-

MAIL. ORDERS PROM1TLY FILLED

First and Marquette,
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IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
THE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL DEPARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED.

The Arch Front

nioaig In :he city, at
hotel. Family stylo.
K G. Murphy, a prominent dru?Rist.
of
Vegas, is upending the day In
the city.
The Lion store opened a big sale
this morning with a large number of
customers In attendance.
fight
Returns of
will be received tonight at Clark's
Pool Rooms, 115 Went Railroad aveHost

WTu'n

Geo. W. Hfckox

and !, on time.
about 1:0 a. in.
about 2 a. m.

the Colnmtuiu

$3.50
$Z25
Sf.65
$2.75
$1.65
$1.10
$1.00

..'

8 p. m.

M.

THE

Nelson-MeGover-

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamond. Watohea, Jewelry. Cut Glass. Clocks. Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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Subscribe for tbc Citizen and Get the News
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SUITS $13.60 TO $30.00 BETTER COME IN AND SEE THEM
umm.

FIRST
DISPLAY
OF
K

SATURDAY
EVENING. MARCH 17,
8 P. M. MUSICAL. ORATORICAL
AND IRISH CLELBRATION, IRISH
MUSIC. IRISH SONGS BY IRISH

Til

PROGRAM.

M'i'Ic al Selection
Piano Solo
Miss 3. Boatright.
"Ireland. 1 Love You."
Vocal Solo
Mr. J. Scottl.

all the very new styles
and patterns of a season, which before its
end, bids fair to eclipse all others in the
FORTH
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THE NEW SPRING SUIT In

pclnt of style

Is

decidedly different from anything previously shown. Coats are cut full with the length it
to four Inches longer than last season's garments. Pants are full hlped; Vests with or
without collar
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In point of color
is decidedly grey; different stripes; plaids
and combinations, but decidedly grey - -

Spring' Suits, $10 to $30
... SIMON tgTELRN
C5ft2

Railroad Avenue
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THE BIRDSELL WAGON

MOtfllUkY.
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"THE WORLD'S BEST."

J, Sais.

Jose J. Sais, the
son of
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Sais, residing at

HI!)

North Fourth stree-t- this city, died
last night between 9:30 and 10 o'clock
on board a freight train en route to
this city from Helen, where the little
,

was taken aoout one monrn
from typhoid
fever.
Master Jose Improved rapidly after
being taken to Belen and it was
thought he was well enough to stand
the return trip. His father went to
Belen dav before yesterday far the
little fellow, leaving that, city last
nigt u a freight train. IJefore starting uixa the trip the boy indulged in
a rather hearty supper and shortly
after leaving Los Lunas liegan to com
plain. He sank rapidly and died just
as tho train was passing the stock
yards about a mile from the depot
here. It is thought the food ho ate
was responsible for his sudden demise. The funeral services will take
pluco tomorrow morning but complete
place tomorrow morning at 8:30
o'clock from the family home and at 9
o'clock from the Immaculate Conception church. Rev. Mandalari officiating; interment In Santa Barbara

fellow

ao, tinfiring

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-1-

North First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
South First Street

1?

Writ--
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APPEALED

0K0000
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S.DOCTOR
OPTICS
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January 2, 1906 the matter of
the estate of Robert Hauschtld, deceased, and tbe claim of D. F. Gill for
flfil.50 against it for services render
ed from November 8, 1904 to May 6,
On

and for goods destroyed, received
the attention of Judge Romero in probate court. Althought the claim was
refused by the administrators it was
allowed by the probate judge.
An appeal was today filed with the
district clerk and the matter will he
aired before Judge Abbott In the near
future.
1905,

0

6HUR-O-

PURE DRUGS

N

Stationery

H

riRT mmTABLIBHED

Lowney's Candies

OPTICIAN IN THE CITY

Room lO, Whiting Blk.
Mate at Vann'e Drug Store.

Corner Cold Avenue ar.d Second Street.
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WEST SANTA FE AVENUE
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PRICES ARE RIGHT.

112
S. Stcomd

RETAIL

SPADES
SHOVELS

PLANT HARDY
SHRUBS AND

SUCKLES

M
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SuL.-cril-

ROSES
HONEY
WE HAVE THEM.

O00000'00

0'00

Fine Jewelry

ON ACCOUNT
OF CHANGE
IN
PAY DAY AT THE AMERICAN
MILLS, THE
LUMBER COMPANY
M. MANOELL
CLOTHING STORE,
ON RAILROAD
AVENUE,
WILL
KEEP OPEN TOMORROW (THURS
DAY) NIGHT.
o
H
"ARNOLDS BEST- - HIGH PATENT
FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND M
MUSCLE.

TO

ZZ

The largest stock west of Kansas City.

TO HIGHER COURT

ON ACCOUNT
OF CHANGE IN
PAY DAY
AT THE AMERICAN
LUMBER COMPANY
MILLS. THE
M. MANDELL
CLOTHING STORE.
ON RAILROAD
AVENUE.
WILL
KEEP OPEN TOMORROW (THURSDAY) NIGHT.
n
for Tho Citizeu ami get
he news.

401-40- 3

for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

PROBATE COURT DECISION

rm

E L. WASHBURN CO.
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VINES,

Went Gold
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IS THE TIME

119

NEW

SPRING SU I T S

ARTISTS.

.

TREATWILL
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
FROM 11 TO 2:30.
GRACE

THIS WJ3KK

THE DAY WE CELEBRATE

-

o

APPRECIATE THE DISTINCTIVE

V

'.
Rev. A. M. Mandalari
"The Harp That Once Through
Tara'd Hall''
Miss H.. O'Heron
lleyn, sister of Fred Patriotic Address
j
Heyn, chief deputy sheriff of Albu-Hon. O. N. Marron
querque, has arrived ia the city from "Croaskeen Lawn,"
Vocal Solo
Topeka, Kansas, for a brief visit with
Mr. IJvingstone
her brother. Mi3s Heyn, who has re- "Katuleea Mauvoureen". . .Vocal Solo
cently completed a three years' tenn(
Mrs. T. J. Shinlck
as tiurfo at the Jaae Steruiont hospit- "God Save Ireland
al for nurses at Topeka, has been ap
Immaculate Conception Choir
pointed superintendent ot a new hos-Admission 25c; Reserved Sea's, 35e.
plt.al Just opene.d In that city and af
ter a short visit with, her brother will
SCREEN TIME 13 COMING.
return to Topeka to take up her du
lies.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot
A home made door, with trimmings,
The magnlfiicence and splendor of
t'.ie new store of A. Faber, the West for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
Railroad avenue carpet and furniture
dealer, would be a compliment to a mortised together, and as strong as
city several times the size of Albu- a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
or
that
querque. It is a feast, for the eye from screen door,
cellar to garret, each of the three will outlast any door shipped in here
trimfloors containing bouse furnishings of from the cast, together with
every discript.ion and style arrayed in mings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
fascinating
display. A place where
whole house suits are displayed In screen doors that have always cost,
separate and distinct scenes; such Is heretofore, 12.00 to J2.25, for f 1.S0.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
the new store, of A. Faber.
PLANING MILL CO.
Joseph Barnett and a party of four
local hunters and nimrods left the
HAY, .CHOICE
OAT
CHOICE
city, Monday, for a week's hunting BRIGHT
ALFALFA. CHOICE RIO
along the Rio Grande. The party PUERCO HAY, CHOICE KANSAS
left in two boats, well stocked with HAY. CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO.,
provisions, and will remain out as long 602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
as the game is plentiful. Owing to
tho nearness of spring sufficient
PAY YOUR POLL TAX FOR 1906
DRUG STORE BE"Rnake bite juice"
"53 taken along AT RUPPE'S
for any and all emergencies;
and FORE APRIL 1ST, AND AVOID
there is some doubt expressed by the COST OF SUIT.
friends left behind, as to whether the
TOE Gt'"i AT RUPPE'S.
party will fro able to steer clear of
snags long enough to remain out a
GARBAGE CArfMS. SEE WHITNEY
week.
COMPANY
B. Ruppe. presfdent of the territorial board of pharmacy, returned last
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
nlht from Santa Fe where he has
ATTENTION GENTLEMhM
been attending the two days meeting
of the board, at which time several
your su't now for "Easter,"
Order
candidates for pharmicist's certificates and be well dressed.
You know our
were examined, among them being reputation. Best workmanship,
latest
Miss Matthews of this city, who made styles, and lowest prices.
Eighteen
the highest average of those partici- hundred new samples to selsct from.
pating. W. C. Porterfleld of Silver
Agcrcy
City and E. G. Murphey of Las Vega3, Nettleton Tailoring
bUh members of the board, aecompa
114 South Third street.
nied Mr. Ruppe to this city; Mr. Porterfleld continuing on to Silver Ctty
;;
TICKETS i OUGHT. S0L
last night and Mr. Murphey leaving
EXCHANGED
AND
i$
this morning for his home at Las
Yegaj.
Association Office
0
You can save a whole lot of i!:irn-in- g
Transactions
by buying the celebrated Black
Guaranteed
I
Cat stockings, for men, women and
11S W. R. R. Ave.
children.' They wear longer, wash ROSENFIELD'S,
better and look neater than tiny other
brand on the market. At ir.c to 50c
a pair, at C. May's Shoe Snore, 3H
West Railroad avenue.
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ST. PATRICK'S DAY

room building.
Miss Mahel

Fair, in south portion, and snow in
north, tonight and Thursday. Colder
tonight.
No. 1,
Noh. 7
No. 8,
No. 4,

25, left

WEDNESDAY. MARCH

bre-akln-

Day ha

SAFETY IN OUR SHOES

CITIZEN.

EVI-XIX-

h

S' TOOLS
IRON
CORRUGATED
BARBED WIRE
FENCE STAPLES

CARPENTER

215 West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-
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